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Burritos are an 
incredibly versatile  
dish which can be 

tailored to fit a wide 
range of dietary 
requirements, 
allowing school 

caterers to 
easily offer 
pupils a taste  

of Mexico. 

For starters...
We love a trailblazer  
here at Stir it up HQ,  
so it was brilliant to get the 
opportunity to interview 
and photograph Leeds-
based Michelin starred 
chef Michael O’Hare for 
our cover this issue. Michael 
steps out from “behind the curtain”  
in our Leading Lights feature to share 
his forthright views on a range of 
topics on pages 45-47.

As the new academic year gets underway, our Melting Pot  
feature focuses on school lunches with lots of great ideas for school 
canteens, plus our News From Country Range feature this month  
is bursting with recipe inspiration using lots of Country Range  
brand products for catering for kids over on pages 8-9. 

Super-organised chefs will already be starting to plan for the  
busy festive season and we’ve got lots of advice and information  
to help you on your way with a Category Focus devoted to all  
things Christmas on pages 12-15. 

September also marks the official launch of the Country Range 
Student Chef Challenge 2018/19, and we’re hoping for a bumper 
year of entries this year. It’s a fabulous platform for young chefs to 
showcase their talents on the big stage – with this year’s final taking 
place at ScotHot in March 2019. It’s the most prestigious event on 
the catering student calendar, so make sure your team is entered.  
Full details are available on page 37. 

Keep creating a stir,
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1 Name: Joanne Stoddart

2 Job title: Catering manager

3 Place of work: St Robert of 
Newminster Catholic School and 
Sixth Form College, Sunderland

4 Typical working hours: 
6.30am – 2.30pm

5 How long have you worked 
in the catering industry? 
25 years

6 Most interesting  
fact about you: I was head chef for 
the training kitchen for the 2 Michelin 
star restaurant Le Gavroche. I worked 
for the Roux brothers for a decade 

7 Favourite cuisine:  
British. I love home cooked food  
done well…..

8 Signature dish: Cottage pie 
served with buttered cabbage

9 Must-have kitchen gadget:  
Speed peeler…  I hate if I 

don’t have one! 

11 Who is your 
inspiration and 
why? Michel Roux 
Jr. He was my  
first boss in the 

industry and 
showed me you don’t 

have to be aggressive. 
You can get the best out of people/
staff with passion and humour. He 
showed me how to make the best  
of what you have in front of you

12 Favourite Country Range 
ingredient and why?  
Ground Nutmeg. It is such a versatile 
ingredient. I never have a kitchen  
that doesn’t have it in

10 Top 
culinary tip: 
Open your tin of 

beans upside down 
so they come  

out easier 

Readers'
Lives

Delivering on-trend dishes from around the globe

Situated on the South Pacific Ocean 
side of South America, Peru is a land 
of contrasts, with the Inca trail, 
Amazon rainforest, Machu Picchu and 
the bustling capital city Lima among 
its geographical highlights. 
Peruvian cuisine has only recently exploded 
onto the international culinary stage, but it’s 
not difficult to see why we’re in love. Here 
are some of the dishes currently favoured  
by cosmopolitan Peruvians…

Aji de Gallina Shredded chicken  
in a thick sauce made with cream, ground 
walnuts, cheese, and aji amarillo, served over 
rice with boiled potatoes and black olives.

Causa Mashed yellow potatoes 
blended with lime, oil and spicy aji amarillo 
sauce. Shredded tuna, salmon, or chicken 
are mixed with mayo, followed by layers  
of avocado, hard boiled eggs, and olives.

R ocoto Relleno Red aji rocoto chillies 
stuffed with a cooked mix of ground beef, 
onions, garlic, olives, raisins, herbs and 
spices, then topped with cheese and  
baked in an egg-and-milk sauce.

Ti adito A Japanese-style twist 
to classic ceviche with thin strips  

of fish marinaded in puréed aji amarillo  
(hot chilli pepper), soy sauce and mirin.

Papas a la Huancaina Sliced 
yellow potatoes in a purée of queso fresco, 
aji amarillo, garlic, evaporated milk, lime 
juice and saltine crackers, then topped  
with hard boiled eggs. 

Ceviche 
Super-fresh 
fish such as 
sea bass 
marinated for 
just minutes in 
lime juice, 
onion, salt and 
hot chillies. 
Served with crispy onion, and sides  
of boiled corn and creamy sweet potato.

Cuy Guinea pig stuffed with local 
herbs then roasted over a wood fire  
and served it with potatoes and an aji 
dipping sauce.

L omo Saltado Strips of soy-marinated 
beef (or alpaca), onions, tomatoes, aji chilies, 
and other spices are stir-fried until the beef is 
just cooked, served with rice and french fries.

Suspi o a la Limeña Lima’s most  
popular dessert is a combination of dulce de 
leche, caramelised sugar and smooth meringue.

COOKS CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER
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Ceviche
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WORLD EGG DAY

Eat the season

apples chestnuts butternut squashvenison pears bilberries

ALSO IN SEASON:

By George McIvor, 
chairman of  

The Master Chefs  
of Great Britain

The Master Chefs of Great 
Britain was formed in 
1980 to provide a forum 
for the exchange of 
culinary ideas and to 
further the profession through training and 
the guidance of young chefs. In addition, 
the association seeks to promote all that is 
best about British cuisine and produce. 
For more information on the association 
and the competitions and training 
opportunities they provide contact 
masterchefs@msn.com.
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Official tasting notes
By New Covent Garden Market, the 
UK’s leading wholesale fruit and 
vegetable market www.
newcoventgardenmarket.com

Properties: Figs have a unique, 
sweet taste, soft and chewy texture 
and are littered with slightly crunchy, 
edible seeds. Fresh figs are delicate 
and perishable, so are often dried to 
preserve. This produces a sweet and 
nutritious dried fruit that can be enjoyed  
all year round.

The fruit is, biologically speaking, not a 
single fruit at all, but more a thousand tiny 
fruits – the structures that look like seeds 
inside – which are attached to the inside  
of the fruit casing, called a “syconium”. 

The Bursa Black Fig is from Turkey, where 
all are grown in a small area around Bursa. 
The Turkish fig season runs from mid-
August to mid-October. A fig tree produces 
multiple harvests of ripe fruit. The growers 
must pick the trees by hand at least half  
a dozen times per season. No pesticides 
and herbicides are used in the orchards.

Recipes reproduced with the permission of:
1. Gabrielle Langholtz  
(from ‘America The Cookbook’)
2. Linda Ly (from the New Camp Cookbook)
3. Paul Gayler  
(from his book ‘Chicken and other birds’)
4. Reem Kassis (from ‘The Palestine Table’)

Usage: Figs can be eaten fresh or dried, 
and used in jam-making. Most commercial 
production is in dried or otherwise 
processed forms. This is because the ripe 
fruit does not transport well, and once 
picked, does not keep well. The widely 
produced fig newton or fig roll is a biscuit 
with a filling made from figs.

Eat raw, drizzled with honey, a scattering of 
toasted nuts and some cream as a dessert, 
or in a salad with cured meats or soft 
cheeses and rocket or similar salad leaves. 
Alternatively, halve and grill, or roast whole, 
or even poach whole. You can also use 
dried or raw figs for baking in pies, tarts 
and cakes, or just as a snack on their own. 

Notes: Their natural sweetness meant that, 
before the days of refined sugars, they were 
often used as a sweetener.

1. Sweet idea 
Figs work beautifully with the 
sweet flavour of honey as this 
Tupelo Honey and Goat 
Cheese-Stuffed Figs dish 
demonstrates.

3. Minted 
Try braising duck legs 
with figs, white balsamic 
vinegar and mint for an 
aromatic main. The full 
recipe is available at 
www.stiritupmagazine.
co.uk/recipes.

4. First preserve 
For a delicious Palestinian-inspired jam, 
try this Dried Fig and Walnut Preserve. 

2. Italian inspiration 
Give your figs an Italian twist by 
pairing them with salami, Parma 
ham and Italian cheeses to create 
delicious crostini. 

3
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For more information on the range of DOLMIO® & UNCLE BEN’S®

Ready to Use Sauce and Rice Foodservice products,
please contact Aimia Foods Ltd, the sole distributor for Mars

Foodservice products in the UK. Call Customer Service 01942 408600
Email customer.services@aimiafoods.com

®Registered Trademark. ©Mars, Incorporated 2017

 FREE FROM
• All 18 sauces are suitable for
  a Gluten Free diet

• 2012 RD Salt compliant

• No arti� cial colours, � avours* or
  preservatives (*except the BBQ sauces) 

• GMO Free / No Added MSG

• Suitable for Vegetarians

 VERSATILE
• Freeze / Thaw stable

 Choose your applications:

• Use straight from the jar hot or cold

• Marinate or brush on

• Dip or Topping

• Sandwich � llings or Salad dressings

• Pour over or Stir Fry

 YIELD
 Each jar (2.2kg – 2.65kg) 
 delivers approximately

• 25 - 30 portions when used
 as a culinary sauce

• 50+ portions when used as a dip 

• 75 - 100 portions when used
 in sandwiches

SUITABLE FOR A GLUTEN FREE DIET

WE’VE GOT ALL
YOUR BASES

COVERED.
& DIPS & SAUCES & MARINADES & TOPPINGS & DRESSINGS & FILLINGS



A HIGH-FLYING OPPORTUNITY IN 
FOODSERVICE MANAGEMENT HAS 
SEEN SIMON WAITE’S CAREER 
REALLY “TAKE OFF”.

>> He was offered the role of 
general manager of the Mount 
Charles catering operation at 
Exeter Airport six and a half 
years ago, and Simon ensures 
that holidaymakers and 
business travellers are 
suitably nourished prior  
to taking their flights. 

Simon oversees the smooth running of four 
on-site coffee shops and three airside outlets: 
the airport bar, ‘Fed & Watered Wine & Dine’, 
which offers travellers a range of delicious 
hot and cold meals, and the Fed & Watered  
Café Bar.

“We are the 
exclusive 
catering 
providers at 
the airport which is great because we have  
a captive audience but we keep our prices 
competitive with the High Street and conduct 
regular benchmarking exercises to check 
this,” says Simon, who manages a team of  
45 employees. “Our offer is traditional British 
fayre which is sourced locally and is good 
value for money.”

The various outlets are open seven days  
a week every day of the year from 3am  
until 10pm. “It’s a long day but thankfully  
not a 24-hour operation,” continues Simon. 

“Airports are very dynamic environments  
but luckily I’ve a great team in place who  
enjoy what they do.”

So what are the challenges facing Simon and 
his team in this fast-paced environment? He 
explains: “There is a set flight schedule but 
there are always going to be variances. 
Delays happen quite often so there’s the 
possibility that you will suddenly have 180 
passengers with a £10 voucher waiting for us 
to feed them. There are also situations where 
passengers land here instead of another 
airport and have to be put on coaches. We’re 
then asked to turn around 70-100 lunch bags 
in half an hour which can be quite a challenge 
but, of course, we always deliver.

“It’s fast-paced and every day is different.  
I have 
learned so 
much about 
processes 
and time 

management, as well as human resources. 
Sometimes in catering you are more of  
a counsellor than anything. It’s all about 
building a happy team and moving people 
forward. We had one barista, for example, 
who started out front of house and now  
she’s an assistant manager. Seeing their 
development is extremely fulfilling.” 

In addition, in April this year, Simon also took 
over two new food and beverage outlets for 
Flybe at its New Walker Hangar headquarters 
as well as The Sky Café at the airline’s Training 

FL IGHT
FANCYOF

It’s fast-paced and  
every day is different

Academy. Simon also heads up the facilities 
management contract at the Training Academy. 
“It’s an incredibly exciting time for Mount Charles 
to be partnering with Flybe on this multi-million 
pound contract,” he says.  

Country Range is Simon’s go-to own brand 
when devising menus. “Country Range products 
are a good basis for the kitchen and so 
adaptable,” he continues. “For example, we 
make a jerk chicken salad and use the Country 
Range Mango Chutney mixed with natural 
yoghurt to make a delicious dressing. I’m also a 
big fan of the Country Range Maple and Agave 
Syrup on porridge and we also serve it with our 
American-style pancakes and bacon.”

Number of passengers 
through the airport per 
annum: 950,000 

Average spend per 
departing passenger: 
£3.40

Top selling dishes:  
breakfast baps; West 
Country beef burger and 
chips; all-day brunch

FAST FACTS

Simon Waite

The Hub team
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 VERSATILE
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 Choose your applications:

• Use straight from the jar hot or cold

• Marinate or brush on

• Dip or Topping

• Sandwich � llings or Salad dressings

• Pour over or Stir Fry

 YIELD
 Each jar (2.2kg – 2.65kg) 
 delivers approximately

• 25 - 30 portions when used
 as a culinary sauce

• 50+ portions when used as a dip 

• 75 - 100 portions when used
 in sandwiches
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>> Keeping children and young  
people engaged with healthy school 
meals can be a challenge, and it’s 
important to regularly refresh your 
menus in line with current food trends. 
To stave off the temptation of sugar-filled packed 
lunches and the lure of the High Street, we sent our 
development chef Paul Dickson back to school to 
produce some top-class recipes for youngsters. 

The Leading Independent 
Foodservice Brand

>> You can’t beat a bowl of warming broth 
during the colder months, and this tasty ramen 
soup is packed with flavour and goodness. 
Older students are more familiar with Oriental dishes, enjoying 
them regularly at High Street outlets, and research shows they 
love a bit of spice and heat in their school lunches. 

The inclusion of carrot, red and white onion, beansprouts and 
sweetcorn means this dish is not only visually appealing but will 
also ensure pupils are well on their way to achieving their 5 a day. 

Country Range Chicken Bouillon provides the perfect  
base for your broth whilst our Chicken Fillets are a quality  
and cost-effective product for the protein source. 

Older children  
wanted flavours like: 
Mexican 51% 

South  
American

38% Thai
30%

Chicken and 
vegetable ramen

8

>> Use Country Range Dough Balls to create 
these eye-catching turkey pinwheels. Perfect for 
primary age children right through to secondary school pupils, they’re 
a nutritious and tasty lunch that is sure to result in repeat orders. 

Here, Paul shares four fabulous recipes , 
using Country Range ingredients.
Full recipes available online at www.countryrange.co.uk/recipes. 

2

1

>> Whilst we’re focusing on ‘Back to School’ products, 
we wanted to let you know that we’ve improved the 
recipe of our Country Range Jelly Crystals.
Available in three delicious flavours – strawberry, raspberry, and 
orange – they now have improved taste for a more authentic flavour, 
are richer in colour, and now contain no artificial flavourings  
or colourings.
Loved by children across the country, jelly is the  
perfect school lunch dessert offering. 
But don’t just save it for the kids! Why 
not use Country Range Jelly Crystals 
to make these delicious jelly sweets, 
which can be used to decorate 
desserts or as a sweet treat.

Jelly – on a plate

“The key is to get as many vegetables into 
children’s meals as possible. I’m a fan of ‘stealth’ 
vegetables and fruits, which are grated and 
cooked down so that the kids can’t actually see 
it. They’re in another form but the children are 
still getting the nutrients,” says Paul.

Stay top of the class 
Santa Maria ‘School Meals: What Kids Want’ survey
56% 

OF
CHILDREN 
wanted new, 
DIFFERENT 

FLAVOURS 
on school 
MENUS

SEPTEMBER 2018  

• Country Range Jelly Crystals
• Pack size: 2.5kg

New and improved

According to  
YouGov’s Schools and 

Academies Catering 2017 
report, 45% of secondary 
school parents (vs. 37%  

of primary school parents) 
would like to see the 

healthier options 
highlighted on  
school menus.

with Country Range

noodle bowlnoodle bowl

Turkey pizza 
baked pinwheelspinwheels



Aranchini meatballs  
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Stay top of the class 

>> Many children today are 
well travelled and love the 
cuisines of Europe and 
beyond, experienced on 
family holidays. 
Here, the fiery flavours of Iberia add just 
enough heat to these flavoursome 
fishcakes, with Country Range IQF Cod 
Fillets pairing beautifully with chorizo.

The addition of Country Range Choice 
Garden Peas also adds colour and 
nutrients to this on-trend lunch. 

Cod and 
chorizo fishcakes  

with spicy mayo
3

Using Country Range Real Mayonnaise as 
a base, you can easily whip up a spicy 
mayo dip to accompany your fishcakes by 
adding a dash of Country Range Peri Peri 
Sauce and a splash of Country Range 
Lemon Juice. 

Herbs are under-used in 
school cooking but their 

addition brings added flavour and 
medicinal benefits to your dishes.

>> Kick your meatballs into 
touch by adding a few tasty 
extra ingredients to tempt 
younger diners. 
They’re made using Country Range Short 
Grain Rice, pork and beef mince, onion, 
Country Range Garlic Puree, Parmesan and 

Aranchini meatballs  
with roasted tomato dip

Full details in the  
October issue of Stir it up

4
thyme – with a hidden mozzarella  
ball in the centre for a special surprise!

Serve with roasted tomato sauce, using 
Country Range Ready to Use Tomato and 
Basil Sauce as your base, and salad.

New and 

Country Range 
Raspberry, 
Prosecco and 
Milk Chocolate 
Roulade

Country Range 
Pecan Toffee 
Roulade

Country Range 
Black Cherry 
and Cream 
Roulade

Country Range Premium 
Mint Chocolate  
Shard Cake

Don’t just save your mash  
for, well, mash! The Country 
Range Frozen Mashed Potato  

also works brilliantly in fishcakes 
and croquettes. It’s a fantastic 

binding agent and is ready 
literally in one minute.

Cod and 
chorizo fishcakes  

Despite Italian  
being the popular 

cuisine for children 
when eating out,  
less than half of 

youngsters polled  
eat Italian food  

at school. 

Sneak peak
Since we’re getting into the festive spirit here at 
Country Range HQ, we thought we’d share a quick 
glimpse of our fabulous new Christmas desserts. 

Available next month, the range of 
decadently delicious desserts includes...





have been wasted and crafted with innovation 
to serve function. Dining plates are creatively 
formed from melted-down plastic bags, tables 
made from industrial floor tiles, and work 
benches crafted from filing cabinet frames. 

The toilets are flushed with the waste water  
from the coffee machines, and installed with 
electrolysed oxidised water to neutralise 
bacteria, instead of soap.

Douglas explains: “Silo was conceived from  
a desire to innovate the food industry whilst 
demonstrating respect: respect for the 
environment, respect for the way our food is 
generated and respect for the nourishment 
given to our bodies. This means that we create 
everything from its whole form cutting out food 
miles and over-processing, while preserving 
nutrients and the integrity of the ingredients in 
the process. By creating everything on site from 
its wholest form, we can capture real food, and 
real food tastes better.” www.silobrighton.com

More than eight out of 10 
hospitality businesses consider 
themselves sustainable, yet 
almost half don’t have specific 
corporate social responsibility 
(CSR) targets in place, according 
to new research. 
Of those that have set targets, reducing 
waste is the most popular (81%), followed  
by energy efficiency (65%). Working with 
sustainable suppliers (64%), cutting 
consumption of single-use plastics (61%)  
and increasing the use of local produce  
(59%) make up the top five ambitions.
The figures, compiled by Brita Professional,  
also showed that 57% of the 355 businesses 
surveyed are banning plastic straws, whilst 53% 
are working with suppliers to source fully 
recyclable packaging and 33% are offering refills 
rather than plastic bottles. One in four (25%) has 
a discount in place for customers that bring 
refillable bottles or reusable cups.

In the out of home sector, 920,000 tonnes of 
food is wasted every year, of which a staggering 
75% is avoidable. Simultaneously, 1.3 million 
tonnes of packaging and 0.66 million tonnes  
of other non-food wastes are also discarded. 

One food business which is achieving great 
things in this area is Silo, the UK’s first zero-
waste restaurant, based in Brighton. 

Chef Douglas McMaster opened the eaterie  
in 2014 designing it from “back to front, always 
with the bin in mind” and has gone on to win a 
host of awards, including the Craft Guild of 
Chefs Innovation Award 2018.

The Silo team successfully eliminate the 
production of waste by choosing to trade 
directly with farmers, using reusable crates  
and other delivery vessels, as well as local 
ingredients that themselves generate no waste. 
Any scraps and trimmings from the cooking or 
leftover food go straight into the restaurant’s 
on-site compost machine, generating up to 
60kg of compost in just 24 hours, in-turn going 
back to the farmers, helping to produce more 
food, successfully closing the loop.

The restaurant’s own flour mill pays homage  
to ancient culinary techniques, turning varieties 
of wheat into flour the original way, and steering 
clear of the over-processed industrialised 
bread-making processes. 

Located in a bright, open warehouse space, 
even Silo’s furniture and fittings follow suit, 
created from a desire to re-use, opting for 
up-cycling over recycling. Tables and seating 
are made from materials that would otherwise 

Photographer: Xavier D. Buendia

Cauliflower steak

Douglas McMaster

920,000
tonnes of food is

75% of which  
is avoidable

1.3M
of packaging

tonnes

0.66M tonnes
of other non-food wastes

&

The Silo  
team successfully 

eliminate the  
production of waste  

by choosing to  
trade directly 
with farmers

In addition, Silo churns its own butter, 
produces almond milk, rolls oats and supports  
a nose to tail ideology, using as much as possible 
of an animal, out of respect for nature. 

Putting

on the menusustainability
wasted every year

are also discarded
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Croquembouche with caramel sauce
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Why not try  
recreating this 

fantastic dessert  
table centre-piece with 

the Country Range 
Frozen Profiteroles 

with Chocolate  
Sauce



Festive grazing
Never is there a better opportunity 
for foodservice operators to make 
the most of all-day dining than 
during the festive season, when 
consumers are filling their social 
calendars around the clock. Factor 
in the ongoing trend for grazing  
and snacking, and it becomes clear 
that chefs need festive menus that 
save time in busy kitchens, whilst 
delivering exciting food experiences 
to customers.  
“This is where pre-prepared ingredients 
that deliver on authenticity and great 
taste can save the day,” says James 
Robinson, of Brindisa. “Spain provides  
an extensive showcase of charcuterie, 
with an astonishing breadth of flavours 
and price points.” 

Bumper buffets
“Catering at Christmas often 
involves large numbers of guests, 
and one of the key challenges is 
ensuring that food is served  
quickly and efficiently,” said Marie-
Emmanuelle Chessé, of Tipiak.  
“Life can be made easier by buying 
in high quality, pre-prepared frozen 
items like canapés or petits fours. 
This will leave more time for chefs  
to devote to preparing other parts  
of the meal.”
The Tipiak savoury hand-finished 
canapés, pâtisserie and petits fours  
are specifically designed for the 
foodservice professional. For maximum 
convenience, simply open the box, 
remove the protective film and slide the 
products from their tray straight on to  
the serving platter.

HB Ingredients also offer an extensive 
collection of products to save time whilst 
enhancing your festive offering, from  
Pidy Amusette spoons dipped in 
tempered dark and white chocolate,  
and all butter tartlets, to fabulous petit 
fours cups and edible decorations in  
the Mona Lisa range. 

FreeFrom options
Preparing vegetarian or 
vegan dishes at Christmas 
time is easier than you think.
Amanda Woodvine, CEO of 
Vegetarian for Life, said: “It can 
seem quite daunting thinking  

of meal alternatives for vegan or 
vegetarian residents at Christmas 

time but it’s now easier than ever. We 
have created a whole list of easy-to-follow 
recipes, such as mushroom, nut and 
cranberry wellington, on our website.”

Visit www.vegetarianforlife.org.uk  
for more recipes. 

Central Foods has recently launched two 
new savoury vegan products that are also 
gluten free, which would suit Christmas 
menus. The Menuserve Cauliflower and 
Lentil Dhal Bundt with Spiced Mango 
Chutney and the Menuserve Cajun Spiced 
Sweet Potato Roulade with Vegan Cream 
Cheese, Red Pepper and Black Bean Salsa, 
are both centre-of-the-plate items, which 
give good plate coverage and height. 

Deck the halls!
New research by 
Christmas Tree  
World has revealed 
that Christmas is  
an opportunity for 
venues to maximise 
on sales, with 59%  
of those surveyed 
admitting they would spend 
more money if the venue had 
impressive Christmas decorations 
and displays - £21 more on average 
per head to be exact. 
The top five things that consumers 
consider to be an important part of  
the experience:

The research also revealed that 15%  
of participants claimed they would not 
visit the venue if it wasn’t appropriately 
decorated for Christmas.  

CHRISTMAS 
DRINKS MENU

Christmas 
tree

DECORATIONS

CHRISTMAS  
FOOD MENU51%

43%

28%

Music
30%

Visit www.stiritupmagazine.co.uk/recipes 
for recipes from HB’s award-winning 
development chef Sam Rain for chai 
caramel truffles rolled in Sosa gold 
powder, warm spiced pannacotta,  
and mulled wine foam.  

Seasonal sides
For a festive alternative to potatoes, 
why not serve a side of creamed or 
baked parsnips and flavoursome 
gravy laced with cranberries?  
To add a contemporary twist to classic 
flavours, roast potatoes can be used to 
create Brussels sprout, roast potato and 
crispy pancetta kebabs.

Vegetarian Wellington

Sidoli Golden Chocolate 
Salted Caramel Tart
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Christmas  
is one of the  

best opportunities  
in the year to show  

off creativity  
and increase  

profits.

Christmas buffet selection

45 %

  
ACCOUNTED FOR20%
VISITS IN 2017
OF ALL FOODSERVICE

THE CHRISTMAS SEASON

Crown Foods Authentic Thai Selection

NPD Group



Nigel Phillips, of Lamb Weston, advises: 
“As consumers look to spend quality time 
with friends and family, sharing dishes and 
dip options should be a feature on menus. 
Incorporating different flavours, such as 
ginger, star anise and cranberry adds  
a perfect festive twist. Lamb Weston’s 
extensive range of potato products  
allow operators to easily offer 
variety of sharing dishes, such 
as Connoisseur Fries topped 
with turkey gravy, melted 
brie and cranberry sauce 
poutine-style.” 

Say cheese 
It wouldn’t be Christmas without 
cheese, and chefs can promote 
cheese boards as the main 
attraction on a party menu, the 
grand finale to festive feasting, or 
simply a grazing board of nibbles.  
The different regions of Spain offer 
hundreds of cheeses for foodservice 
operators looking to add crowd-pleasers 
as well as newer innovations to their 
menus, says James Robinson, product 
trainer at Brindisa. “Luna Negra raw goats’ 

Use a liquid butter substitute to baste the turkey, roast parsnips, potatoes and sprouts, create luscious glaze for ham and even make rich, crumbly shortcrust pastry for mince pies.

On a hot buffet, a piquant 

garlic and herb sauce or  

dip is perfect for dough balls,  

baby potatoes, mushrooms or  

king prawns. Combine and gently 

heat a liquid butter substitute with 

garlic purée and herbs – quick, 

simple and delicious. 

- Olivia Shuttleworth, brand 

manager for Whirl

milk cheese is one new product launching 
in time for Christmas. This versatile 
cheese works equally well as part of  
a cheese board or as an ingredient in 
savoury dishes.”

Provolone Pots from Futura Foods are 
another menu must. With a nutty, slightly 
piquant taste which intensifies when 

melted, its versatility makes it a 
delicious option for sharing 

boards, starters and mains  
for the perfect menu all 
around this Christmas. 

Twist it
Christmas isn’t a time 

to shy away from new 
ideas and concepts, and 

offering lots of different 
dishes, rather than obvious 

choices, is the key to success.
“Offering quirky twists on some 
traditional dishes will mix things up a  
bit and go down well with customers 
who may have already been to several 
Christmas parties,” advises Fergus 
Martin, foodservice development  
chef at Major. “The warm spices and 
fruity flavours of Moroccan cuisine lend 
themselves to Christmas dishes and can 
be used to marinade salmon for starters 
or to add something different to your 
stuffing and vegetarian roasts.” 

Festive bakes 
“Christmas is one of the best 
opportunities in the year for caterers 
to show off their creativity and 
increase profits. Consumers expect 
to be wowed with over-the-top festive 
bakes, meaning that absolutely 
anything goes,” says Emma 
Haworth, of Dr Oetker Professional.
Dr Oetker Professional’s wide range of 
ingredients includes Scotbloc to provide  
a glossy finish on cakes, cookies and 
traybakes, Ready to Roll Marzipan and 
Regal-Ice Ready to Roll White Icing. 

One of the most popular sweet treats  
to enjoy at Christmas is the yule log.  
Just by turning it on its side you can 
transform it from the traditional swiss  
roll shape into a masterpiece that is sure  
to impress customers. By using Scotbloc 
you can create an entire winter forest 
scene including chocolate mushrooms 
and leaves, completed with chocolate 
shavings around the side to finish  
off the tree stump design.  

Decadent desserts
Dessert provides the perfect 
opportunity to add an indulgent  
twist. Try giving the classic  
Christmas pudding a flavour  
overhaul by combining chocolate 
orange and cinnamon to create  
a festive spiced flavour. 
Kerrymaid Premium Baking is dairy-free 
along with Kerrymaid Cream Alternatives  
are gluten-free, making them great 
accompaniments to desserts and also 
enable caterers to provide for the growing 
health-conscious population and those  
who have special dietary requirements. 

Thorntons Luxury Chocolate Flakes can  
be used as part of a buttercream to add the 
finishing touches to a cake, melted down  
to create a chocolate ganache for chocolate 
tarts and even tempered to glaze éclairs.

Camembert bread ring

Woodland chocolate cake

Potato and Brussels sprouts 
croquettes with Parmesan cheese
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Offering  
quirky twists  
on traditional  

dishes is the key  
to success over  
the Christmas  

period



Pret’s Mince Pie offering which gained 
fantastic media coverage and drove 
consumers to try something different  
from their usual order. This trend is set  
to continue this year, where we expect  
to see dessert flavours such as crème 
brûlée and black forest take centre stage.”

Visit www.stiritupmagazine.co.uk/recipes 
for Monin’s recipes for Hot Lemonade, 
Salted Caramel Latte, Salted Caramel  
Hot Chocolate and Gingerbread Frappe.

You could also use Monin’s Winter  
Spice syrup with Prosecco to create 
delicious festive royales and bellinis.

Festive food and drink 
pairing by Premier Foods
Turkey is a delicate meat and  
the drink pairing is more ruled  
by the accompaniments than  
the turkey itself.
A good pairing needs a drink with high 
acidity to cut through the richness of the 

turkey and sausages, and refresh the 
palate with every sip. Try: Cotes du 

Rhone, a medium weight wine from 
the south of France with red fruit 
and spicy flavours. Beer lovers 
could try a Belgian cheery beer, 
and cranberry and pomegranate 
juice work well for an alcohol- 

free option. 

SWANTEX WINTER GREETINGS 

table runner and other Christmas 

accessories and gold streamers

Full of beans
Whilst Christmas is a key time for 
menu development, many will forget 
about their hot beverage offering. 
With 41% of all venues and 77% of 
coffee shops listing at least one 
festive limited time offer coffee  
drink last year, it is an area which 
shouldn’t be overlooked, 
with flavours such as 
gingerbread and 
salted caramel 
proving a big hit.
Lee Hyde, beverage 
innovation manager 
for Monin, comments: 
“Last year saw the 
introduction of the first 
flavoured flat white with 

Last year  
77% of coffee  

shops listed at  
least one festive 
limited time offer 

coffee drink
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Scotbloc
The perfect finish made easy

Scotbloc Milk Chocolate Flavoured Bar 20 x 750g

Scotbloc Plain Chocolate Flavoured Bar 20 x 750g

Scotbloc Milk Chocolate Flavoured Bar 6 x 3kg

Scotbloc Plain Chocolate Flavoured Bar 6 x 3kg

Scotbloc Milk Chocolate Flavoured Drops 6 x 3kg

Scotbloc Plain Chocolate Flavoured Drops 6 x 3kg

Scotbloc White Chocolate Flavoured Drops 6 x 3kg

Easy Melting · No Tempering · Perfect Gloss

Simple, fast and effective, Scotbloc is easy to melt 
and suitable for all bakery and catering requirements, 
such as covering, drizzling, decorating and enrobing. 
The coating requires  no tempering and can be used 
over a wide temperature range, making it practical 
�and�versatile�for�a�perfect�finish.

Visit oetker-professional.co.uk for more information

Caramel  
hot chocolate

Try flavours such as  salted caramel as a festive limited edition beverage





Our Category Focus this issue is all about getting 
organised for the busy festive season – and that 
includes being Christmas tree-ready!
With this in mind, we’ve got a Christmas tree bundle 
up for grabs for one lucky Country Clubber.
The prize includes a 1.8metre high artificial 
Christmas tree, which is flame retardant and 
colour-coded for easy assembly – perfect when 
time is of the essence. 

In addition, we’re also throwing in an Instant Gold Christmas 
Tree Decoration Pack – which includes enough sparkly gold 
decorations to dress your tree, plus fairy lights and the tree top star too! 
With matt and shiny baubles, decorating beads and gold shiny bows, 
you’ll have everything you need to deck your halls this Yuletide. 

To enter, simply send an email titled ‘Christmas Tree’, along with your name, contact details 
and the name of your Country Range Group wholesaler, to competitions@
stiritupmagazine.co.uk.

JINGLE 
ALL THE WAY

Closing date for all competitions: 31st October 2018. All winners will be notified by 30th November 2018. Postal entries for all of the competitions can be sent 
to: Country Range Group, PO Box 508, Burnley, Lancashire BB11 9EH. Full terms and conditions can be found at: www.stiritupmagazine.co.uk/about

After a bit of ‘sole searching’, we’ve  
decided this is the must-have prize  
for busy chefs this Christmas.
Spending all day on the go in a hectic kitchen is no mean  
‘feet’, particularly over the festive period, so why not treat  
your feet to this fabulous foot spa?
We’re giving away a Hangsun Foot Spa and Massager to one lucky reader. 
Enjoy a vibration and bubble massage with magnetic therapy to relax tense  
foot muscles and keep them healthy. 
Infrared technology also stimulates blood circulation, promotes cell regeneration 
and revitalises and invigorates your feet.
For your chance to win, simply send an email titled ‘Foot Spa’, along with your 
name, contact details and the name of your Country Range Group wholesaler,  
to competitions@stiritupmagazine.co.uk.

WIN
Hangsun 

Foot Spa & 
Massager

Put your 
foot in it
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MCA advises operators to increase 
these options to ensure that there  
is an appeal to anyone who is moving 
towards a flexitarian, vegetarian or 
vegan diet, as they are often crucial  
in the choice of where to eat out. If the 
meat-free option isn’t attractive enough, 
there’s a danger of losing a complete 
group, not just the one vegetarian. 

Promotion activity is still important, 
adding a glass of Prosecco to two  
or three course menus to add more 
value, or pricing by individual course  
to appeal to more cost-conscious 
consumers. One example MCA saw  
was in Slug & Lettuce, who used price 
differentiation by day of week on its 
festive menus. 

By Simon Stenning,  
executive director, 
MCA. Eating and 
Drinking Out 
Market Insight

Season’s 
Eatings
Whilst Christmas is normally  
a bumper time to make the most  
of festive spending, 2017 wasn’t  
an easy period for the eating out 
market; MCA’s data on consumer 
behaviour showed that breakfast, 
lunch and dinner frequency and 
average spend were all lower  
than previous years. 
Despite this drop in average spend,  
our research has shown that operators 
have increased prices (by about 3%), 
suggesting that consumers were not  
only eating out less, but also spending  
less when they do through fewer  
courses or less expensive items.

But Christmas is really important for 
operators, with Christmas Day a key 
trading opportunity and party menus 
throughout December. MCA’s research 
shows that it is pubs who take the lead 
with Christmas Day special menus whilst 
chain restaurants are more focused on 
festive/party menus. 

And these menus are picking up on the 
trend for meat-free diets, with vegetarian 
options now appearing one in four times 
on a festive menu in 2017, up from 2016. 
Operators tend to use at least one 
vegetarian main as part of their set  
menu, making them one of the most 
frequent Christmas main options. 

Average spend at dinner  
in December was £18.48  
from £18.85 in 2016

92.5% of UK adults ate 
out during December 2017 
vs. 91.8%  of people in 2016

The price of eating out on  
Christmas Day in 2017 grew  
by 3.6% for the cheapest  

meal, excluding drinks to £52.15

Christmas dinner plate

with Orchard Valley Foods Group’s Additions RangeCelebrate Christmas

Tenbury Wells •  Worcestershire  •  WR15 8SZ  •  Tel 01584 811137  •  www.orchard-valley.co.uk

For more information on our range of frozen bakery products please contact the UK & Ireland Sales Office, Synergy Foods
Ltd, on 0161 765 3300 | info@jsmarketing.co.uk or visit our website WWW.PANESCOFOOD.COM

Follow us
@PANESCOFOODUK

TREAT
YOUR
COFFEE

Frozen mini desserts perfectly sized to serve alongside coffee.
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>> Vegetarian 
for Life (VfL) 
offers free 
membership  
to their 

UK List for care 
homes who accept 
their guidelines on 
vegetarian provision. 
The List is widely 
distributed throughout the 
UK and used by families and 
carers when choosing care 
homes for their relatives. 
Vegans and vegetarians can sometimes  
face challenges as they get older – from 
struggling to prepare their own meals at 
home, through to moving into care, or even 
developing dementia. Currently, the support 
needed for someone to remain vegan or 
vegetarian isn’t always there.

CEO of VfL, Amanda Woodvine, said: 
“Joining VfL’s UK List is free and shows  
that as a care provider you are dedicated  
to catering for the needs of older 
vegetarians and vegans.

Animal flesh  
(meat, fish or shellfish)

Meat, fish, or bone stock, or 
stock cubes containing same

Animal carcass fats  
(including suet, lard or dripping)

Gelatine, gelatine-based jelly,  
or aspic (jelly made from  
meat stock)

Products with ingredients 
derived from slaughterhouse  
e.g. calf rennet in cheese

Battery or intensively  
produced eggs

Tips for busy cooks• Keep it simple and avoid dishes that have to be served instantly• Some older vegetarians and vegans try to avoid vegetarian ‘alternatives’ to meat – preferring food that doesn’t ‘pretend’ to be something else, so clearly communicate

• Make full use of your freezer.Make larger quantities and freeze extra portions to save time on another day 
• A problem vegetarians often face is the caterer’s tendency  to see cheese as the obvious source of protein in a meal Alternatives include nuts, pulses, tofu and Quorn

Anything on the vegetarian  
list above

Dairy products including cheese, 
milk, butter, cream, yoghurt  
and whey

Eggs

Products with ingredients derived 
from eggs or dairy, e.g. albumen, 
casein, ghee, lactose or whey

Honey

Shellac

A charity is urging care caterers to register their dedication  
to looking after the needs of older vegetarians and vegans. Vegetarian dishes 

must not contain:

Vegan dishes  
must not contain:

older vegetarians 
“The latest research found that 22% of UK 
care homes had one or more vegetarian 
residents. This number will rise in the future 

as more people become vegetarian 
or vegan, or simply enjoy eating 

meat-free meals.

“We offer a lot of help and 
support to those who decide 
they want to be on our list.

“Being on the list makes it 
much easier for families to find  

a vegetarian or vegan friendly 
care home for a loved one.”

Sophie Murray, head of nutrition and 
hydration at Sunrise Senior Living, signed up 
to premium membership.

She said: “We are premium members of VfL 
which means all of our chefs can access the 
resources, and that’s really useful. It means 
when we are menu planning for all of our 
cycles we can get all of the inspiration we 
need, bearing in mind that with our menu 
plans the second option is vegetarian, or it’s 
sometimes the main option. So we need to 
provide some really great recipes going right 
the way through, so no repetition or anything 
boring. So it’s wonderful from a menu 
planning point of view, and wonderful as a 
resource point of view.”  

Vegetarian for Life also offers the services  
of its “roving chefs” to help cooks cater 
better for older vegetarians and vegans  
in care settings. For more information visit 
www.vegetarianforlife.org.uk.

Joining VfL’s  
UK List shows that you are dedicated 
to catering for the 

needs of older 
vegetarians and 

vegans.

Catering for  

01628_01_Bisto A4 Portrait Ad_v2_Outlined.indd   1 30/05/2018   15:43
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A new campaign has 
been launched to 
improve children’s 
health, help save the 
planet and ease 
school budgets.

‘School Plates’ – organised by food 
awareness organisation ProVeg UK 
- aims to work with schools, local 
authorities and catering companies, 
to increase children’s intake of 
healthy plant-based foods.

Director of ProVeg UK, Jimmy 
Pierson, said: “Plant-based foods 
are mostly cheaper, and that is great 
news for schools whose budgets are 
tightening. They’re healthy and good for 
pupils in both the short and long-term as well 
as helping the environment and therefore 
protecting the future for everyone.  
We call this a win-win-win-win.

“We’re starting with relatively minor, easy-to-
implement tweaks, but these can make a  
big difference in so many ways. Schools can 
deliver these benefits by simply offering a 
bean burger over a beef burger, or a cassoulet 
over a casserole - and we can help them 
every step of the way.”

ProVeg UK is offering training from 
expert plant-based chefs who never 
compromise on taste; the services 
of a nutritionist to ensure that meals 
are balanced, wholesome and 
healthy; and a scientist who can 
measure the climate emissions 

savings - all free  
of charge.

There are 
many reasons why 
children should eat 
more plants. 
Increasing fruit and 
veg consumption 
can help address 

some of the nation’s 
biggest health 

concerns including 
childhood obesity, 

which the World Health 
Organisation regards as one of the 

most important challenges of the 21st century.

Schools can also play an integral role in 
encouraging pupils to establish healthy 
eating habits from an early age, and plant-
based meals are suitable for almost 
everyone, whatever faith and whatever their 
dietary requirements.

Derek Sarno, chef and director of plant-based 
innovation for Tesco, contributed to the 
School Plates campaign report. He said: 
“Food is powerful, empowering, and over 
time can promote or destroy good health in 
both our bodies and the environment. I make 
plants the centre of every meal, and I think 
the five recommendations in ProVeg UK’s 
campaign are a great starting point.”

For more information, visit www.proveg.com 
or email schools@proveg.com. 

Popular plant-based 
school lunches

What is processed red 
meat and how bad is it? 

ProVeg UK is calling 
schools to make five 
small changes to menus:

Any red meat that has been salted, cured, 
fermented or smoked, or in any way 
‘processed’, is officially classed  
as a carcinogen.

This includes sausages, bacon, 
ham, hot dogs, salami and 
pepperoni.

A scientific analysis of data 
from 10 studies estimates that 
every 50g portion of 
processed meat eaten daily – 
about four strips of bacon or 
one hot dog – increases the risk 
of colorectal cancer by about 
18% (World Health Organisation 
http://who.int/features/qa/
cancer-red-meat/en/.).

Roasted vegetable pizza

BBQ Quorn balls

Cauliflower and 
broccoli bake Veggie

toad in the hole

Lentil and sweet  
potato curry

Vegetable enchilada

Falafel wrap

Mushroom tortellini 

Veggie jambalaya

Neopolitan pasta bake 

About ProVeg 
International

ProVeg is an international 
food awareness organisation 

with the mission to reduce 
global animal  

consumption by 50%  
by the year 2040. 

School meals shake-up encourages 
plant-based eating

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ensure there are meat-free  
meals offered daily

Make the meat-free meal  
different to the meat-based one

Have at least one meat-free  
day each week

Ensure the menu’s wording  
and order does not suggest  
the meat-free meal is inferior

Take all processed red meat  
off the menu
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It’s the start of the new academic year and the  
perfect opportunity to showcase your culinary wares  
to a new batch of pupils. 

School caterers face a big challenge in offering healthy but  
appealing meals on a budget, but it’s definitely not mission impossible.  
Here, several school cooks and industry experts offer a master class  
in great school lunches, which will wow youngsters whilst still  
adhering to school food guidelines.

LET’S  
TACO ‘BOUT IT
Taking inspiration from  

the Mexican craze, a  
must-have on the menu  
is tacos. They are the  

perfect light bite  
for pupils!

Class act 
Clever catering for school cooks

24 SEPTEMBER 2018  
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Spaghetti bolognese with ‘hidden’ vegetables

 Falafel and black rice tabouli bowl



Jeanette 
Orrey MBE
is a former school 
dinner lady and one 
of the UK’s most 

well-respected experts on school 
food. Her vision to provide pupils with 
fresh, local and seasonal food inspired 
her to co-found Food for Life, 
transforming food culture in schools

School food is more than just serving 
food at lunchtime. Here are my top tips 
for providing great school dinners and 
a positive lunchtime environment.

Taste the food you are 
cooking. Would you want  
to eat it?

You ‘eat with your eyes’ so 
make sure your counter is 
clean and the dining hall  
is welcoming

Hold after school taster 
sessions with pupils  
and parents

Create appetising displays  
on the counter with fruit and 
veg from the school garden

Hold food themed assemblies 
to engage pupils in the work 
you are doing in the kitchen

Lastly, cook the food with love, 
care and pride – that alone  
will make it taste good. 
Remember, you are doing a 
very important and worthwhile 
job – the children need you.

Sam Ward 
former school 
cook and 
school food 
consultant for 
Growing Minds 

Always value your customer and see 
the service through the eyes of a 
child. We all eat with our eyes and 
children are no different – colourful, 
attractive displays and salad bars 
will help encourage healthy habits. 
Always strive to improve by asking 
for feedback from your customers. 
Keep up with the trends. Make food 
fun, colourful and tasty 
encouraging pupils to try new 
foods and expand their palates. 
Taster sessions, curriculum links 
and theme days are a great way to 

do this. Add value to your service -  
School cooks are a valuable resource 

with skills and knowledge. Integrate 
the catering service into school life 
through supporting curriculum 
learning, food education  
and growing.

Marie Medhurst 
sales director at 
Bannisters Yorkshire 
Family Farm

Baked potatoes and baked 
sweet potatoes make 

perfect grab-and-go meals for secondary 
schools. Full of vitamins and fibre, they can 
be topped with simple favourites like 
cheese or beans, or with on-trend fillings 
such as pulled pork, vegetable katsu curry, 
spicy Mexican chicken or even a pizza-style 
mixture of tomato sauce, mozzarella, 
pepperoni and vegetables. 

Karen Heavey 
brand manager for 
Kerrymaid

Offering street-inspired 
dishes in convenient 
on-the-go formats is 

increasingly important in secondary schools 
to drive both excitement and retention as 
pupils often have the option to dine off-site. 

To deliver both nutrition and taste  
to students, try offering superfood 
alternatives such as a spinach and falafel 
wholemeal wrap. Customisation has 
become another rising trend and can be 
applicable to a variety of dishes including 
toppings and fillings such as quinoa, 
couscous and avocado added to rice  
and salad boxes. 

Darren Chapman 
development chef, 
Nestlé Professional 

Within my role of assisting 
schools, I have found that 
curries are a great way to 

introduce new flavours to children. Using 
diced chicken, a selection of vegetables 
and a mild flavouring, you can create an 
affordable meal that school children can 
really enjoy. The introduction of oily fish  
is a tough one but can be delicious for the 
more adventurous. A salmon and broccoli 

Colourful, attractive displays  and salad bars will help  encourage healthy habits
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Chili con carne with sour cream 

and tortilla chips

Baked stuffed sweet potato with rice

Spaghetti bolognese with ‘hidden’ vegetables

 Falafel and black rice tabouli bowl
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Thai curry will leave them wanting more 
and for primary schools why not try a 
salmon ‘fish dog’ making food fun but also 
tasty. Visit www.nestleprofessional.co.uk/
Maggi for ideas.

Remember that even classic dishes such  
as a chilli can be changed to be more 
affordable and nutritious by swapping 
some meat for beans or even adding diced 
fruit. It sweetens the flavour and reduces 
the heat without compromising on  
the flavours.

Annette Coggins 
head of foodservice, 
Tilda UK

Children will love the 
on-trend flavours of 
Mexican food and what’s 

more, burritos are an incredibly versatile 
dish which can be tailored to fit a wide 
range of dietary requirements, allowing 
school caterers to easily offer pupils a  
taste of Mexico. 

Simply switch meat for a veggie option  
to make them suitable for vegetarians  
and use a mild salsa instead of the usual 
spice to make them more child-friendly. 

Kim Sheldon 
kitchen and 
catering 
manager, 
James 
Bateman 
Junior High 

School, Staffordshire 

With school meals it is important 
to make sure the options are 
nutritional but also appealing to the 
pupils. Pasta goes down really well in 
our schools so we like to vary the pasta 
dishes throughout our menus and terms. 
Not only is it easy to adapt recipes to 
ensure there is variety available, it is also 
easy to pack pasta dishes full of hidden 
vegetables. Pupils who say they do not  

like vegetables just love our 
home-made Spaghetti 
Bolognaise which is packed with 
lots of hidden nutritious vegetables!

Michael 
Goulston 
LACA School 
Chef of the 
Year 2018

As the current national school chef  
of the year, the tips and tricks I have 
picked up along the way are fairly 
simple. However, the most important 
one is that the ingredients must be  
of a good quality. Chefs shouldn’t be 
scared to use bold and different 

flavours in their menus.  
I would suggest that  
a taster table be 
provided so that 
the children are 
able to try new 
foods. In my 
experience if we 
get the children 
involved with menu 
development and 
planning, they are 
more willing to try 
different foods, it also makes 
cooking and eating a fun 
experience. I will also plan my 
menu depending on what is 
popular on the high street. 

Alison Smith 
product 
developer for 
Mars Food 
Europe 

Taking inspiration from 
the Mexican craze, a must-have on the 
menu is tacos. Not only are they the perfect 
light bite for pupils, they can be moulded 
and transformed with a variety of flavours  
to suit the needs and requirements of 

different diets, lifestyle choices and 
favourites. Fill with grilled pork 

marinated in Uncle Ben’s  
Texan Barbecue ready-to-

use sauce, summer corn, 
crunchy salad leaves and 
finally top with a helping 
of the chunky salsa and 
school caterers have 
provided a nutritious and 

popular lunchtime meal.  
Of course, for vegetarians 

and vegans, tacos can be filled 
with grilled tofu and red peppers.

Trying  
something new

“If we get the  
children involved with  

menu development and 
planning, they are  
more willing to try  

different foods”

Simply switching meat  for a veggie option, and using  a mild salsa, can make a mexican  dish suitable for vegetarians  and more child-friendly
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Shell pasta and vegetable gratin

Avocado, tomato and cheese salad, with sour 

cream vinaigrette. Served in tortilla bowl



Viva Weekly Win
pupils can WIN a Fitbit 

Charge 2 every school week!*

Plus! A £500 bonus for the school with the most 
entries throughout the competition!

Simply call us on 020 8290 7020 or email 
vivaweeklywin@pritchitts.com for more information

www.vivamilk.co.uk

Viva Flavoured Milk…
• Made with fully traceable milk from our own dairy farms

• Complies with School Meal Standards

•  No artifi cial sweeteners, fl avours, colours or preservatives

• Contains added vitamin D

• Carton and straw fully recyclable^

*Viva Weekly Win free prize draw is open to school pupils 12-18 years of age only. Entry online at www.vivamilk.co.uk. One Fitbit Charge 2 
to be won every school week from 04/09/2018 - 14/12/2018. See www.vivamilk.co.uk for full details and terms and conditions.

^After use, push straw fully inside the carton and place in recycling bin.
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D R O P
S H A K E
E N J O Y

Don’t miss out on soft drink sales as more consumers bring water bottles
into the workplace. NEW Cold In’fuse bags can be added straight into cold

water. A natural, sugar free way to make hydration more enjoyable.

T H E  U K ’ S  1 S T CO L D  WAT E R  I N F U S I O N S
ALL NATURAL INGREDIENTS |  SUGAR FREE

O N  T H E  G O  H Y D R AT I O N

O N  TA P  H Y D R AT I O N

O N  T H E  M E N U  H Y D R AT I O N

Discover the complete Cold In’fuse story at twinings.co.uk/foodservice
CO N TAC T  YO U R  CO U N T RY R A N G E 

W H O L E S A L E R  TO DAY TO  O R D E R  CO L D  I N ’ F U S E

Water is the most commonly consumed beverage 
in the UK, especially in workplace where staying 
hydrated helps us stay on our A-Game. NEW 
Cold In’fuse can be dropped directly into a water 
bottle and left to infuse throughout the day.

Make the most of this opportunity, consider:

Cold Infuse are the perfect solution for flavoured 
hydration stations with operational ease. Just 
add 1 infuser per 500ml of water in a hydration 
station and consumers can help themselves for 
up to 8 hours. Offer your customers more exotic 
flavour options and consistency of flavour delivery 
every time without the fuss or mess of fresh fruit. 
Furthermore it will alleviate concerns over shelf life 
of fresh ingredients.

With many consumers looking healthier choices 
on menus, Cold In’fuse can be added to sparkling 
water as great way to create a new menu of 
sophisticated, sugar free, soft drinks. Perfectly 
served in a carafe over ice makes as a great way 
to increase profitable sales beyond standard tap 
water serves.

Upsell by offering link deals with water in 
chillers or at till point*

Multi-buy deals for customers to bring back 
to their desk and consume throughout the day 
at the water cooler

Target those consumers who bring their own 
water bottle and fill up at water coolers by 
offering this added value product
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Rooting out  
great flavours
Regular readers of my 
column will know I’m a big 
fan of root to stem eating. 

According to the statistics, food waste  
in the foodservice industry is at a 
horrendous level, and we can all play our 
part to help reduce it. Not only that, using 
every part of a vegetable or fruit is more 
cost-effective. 

Beetroot tops, for example, are delicious 
wilted or in a salad. You can also use  
the juices from the peelings to mix with 
Country Range Extra Virgin Olive Oil  
and vinegar for a vibrant salad dressing.

Save the seeds from inside butternut 
squash, dry them out and roast with 
some salt and spices for tasty snacks (you  
can do the same with pumpkin seeds). 

Don’t peel potatoes – instead cook them 
with their skins on as that’s where many  
of the nutrients are. 

Kale isn’t just a vegetable – you can also 
chop it up raw and use it in salads. Trim  
off the rooty parts of the kale leaves and 
add the stems to stir-fries for added 
flavour and crunch.

September is when we start to see all of 
the fabulous berries coming into season, 
and this recipe for apple and blackberry 

crumble is a sure-fire winner. 

First, bake some Country Range Crumble 
Mix off separately then add Country Range 
Oat Flakes and Flaked Almonds then layer 
them in a baking tin. Keep turning them 
until they’re an even colour, then cool and 
store in an airtight container.

Next, peel some Bramley apples and cut 
into even sized chunks and dust with some 
Country Range Custard Powder to give 
them a creamy finish. Add in some fresh 
blackberries or Country Range’s award-
winning Summer Fruits for a bit of 
sharpness and colour, and sprinkle with 
sugar or drizzle with some Country Range 
Pure Clear Honey. Add in a couple of 
spoonfuls of Country Range Apple Sauce 
to add viscosity to keep it all together.  

Paul Dickson

Top with your ready-made crumble mix – 
which means you’ll avoid any uncooked, 
‘doughy’ sections - and bake in the oven  
until golden brown. Serve with a dollop  
of whipped cream or Country Range Dairy 
Vanilla Ice Cream. In the colder months, serve 
with Country Range Ready to Serve Custard. 

Happy cooking!

Country Range development chef

Apple and  
blackberry crumble

Baking For Foodservice

www.karafs.co.uk       @karafsbakery

Kara, baking  
for school 
lunchtimes

• Meets FSA Salt
 Guidelines

• Low in saturat
ed fats

• Low in fat

Contact your local Country Range Group Wholesaler for more details

NEW
F02135  
Glazed Oval Bun

TOP SANDWICH FILLINGS AT 
LUNCHTIME IN SCHOOLS
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Sandwiches are the no.1 dish 
served at lunchtime in schools

TOP SANDWICH carriers 
AT LUNCHTIME IN SCHOOLS
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F01504 Half & Half Sandwich Bread

F00441 Malted Wheat 
Half Baguette

F00753 Panini 
Baguette

F00627 White Bloomer

*All data collected from MCA Allegra, Q1 2018 

F02049 Multiseeded Bloomer
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Paul Dickson

The best cachaca is distilled from 
fermented sugar cane juice. It is  
only distilled to a maximum of 75% 
ABV. This leaves in final products  
more flavour as the spirit contains  
some impurities. 

According to Brazilian law, aguardente, 
caninha (two other names for cachaca)  
or cachaca is an alcoholic drink with  
an ABV that ranges from 38% to 54%. 
There are two varieties: unaged  
brancha (white) or prata (silver), and 
unaged ouro (gold) or amarela (yellow). 

Brazilians consume by far more cachaca 
than the rest of world combined. 

Cachaca is the main ingredient for the 
Caipirina, where it is mixed with crushed 
fresh lime and sugar and served over ice.

Another well-known drink containing 
cachara is the Batida, where it is mixed 
with fruit juice or coconut milk and sugar. 
The Rabo De Gallo cocktail is also  
worth a mention - a mix of cachaca  
and sweet vermouth.

I leave you with a drink with this  
wonderful spirit…

Cachaca 
Cocktails
>> Cachaca is 
made in Brazil  
from sugar cane. 

Sugar cane was brought over by the 
Portuguese in 1532 from Madeira where 
they moved the production.

It is said that the Portuguese missed  
their Bagaciera - a spirit made from the 
lees left over after wine making - and  
so they started distilling the sugar cane.

While rum is generally made from 
molasses, some rums especially from  
the Martinique, are also made from  
sugar cane juice, so cachaca could  
be seen as a Brazilian rum.

RAISE

RAISE RAISERAISE

Light My Fire
• 50ml Cachaca
• 20ml lime
• 10ml honey syrup
• 10ml ginger liqueur
• 3 drops of Amargo Chuncho Bitters

Shake all the ingredients then top 
up with cider.
Garnish with two slices of dried 
apple and finely chopped mint.

Luca Cordiglieri, 
of the UK  
Bartenders’ Guild

Brazilians  
consume by far  

more cachaca than 
the rest of world 

combined. 

Garnish with two slices 
of dried apple and finely 

chopped mint

radnor_hills@radnorhills/radnorhills T: 01547 530220  W: www.radnorhills.co.uk

All natural colours and flavours

Fully school compliant

No added sugar

Suitable for primary & secondary schools
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Wholegrain wellness

Presenting the wholegrain range from Tilda

This classic high quality 
Basmati grain is rich in fi bre 
and nutrients - the natural 

choice for a healthier school
menu option. 

This delicious grain has the 
added benefi t of the entire 
bran layer making it both 

nutrient rich and deliciously 
tasty, perfect for students.

A school favourite, this 
blend combines the health 
benefi ts of wholegrain with 
the performance and taste 

of white long grain.

BACK TO SCHOOL
NATURAL 
GOODNESS AND A 
HEALTHY CHOICE

tildafoodservice.com
@TildaChef
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1. Pea and carrot risotto 
This dish is made by using carrot juice and 
vegetable stock as the cooking liquor. It’s a 
vibrant dish with a fresh feel about it. Just 
add a good helping of frozen petit pois 
towards the end of cooking. 

2. Pea and broad  
bean hummus 
Purée blanched and refreshed petit pois and 
broad beans with lemon zest, roasted garlic 
and tahini and spices of your choice for a 
lighter and brighter alternative to the 
traditional chickpea hummus. 

3. Pea vinaigrette
Again, using blanched and refreshed petit 
pois, this can be made using any vinegar  
and mustard you like with a good glug  
of oil and plenty of fresh soft herbs like 
chervil or mint. This is such a versatile 
dressing and can be used in salads,  
scallop dishes, egg recipes as well  
as complementing cold ham. 

4. Pea fritters
These are great as a vegetarian starter  
with a poached egg, or can be enhanced  
by adding fish, ham hock or sweetcorn, 
whatever you fancy! Simply make a basic 
savoury pancake batter then add petit pois 
and any other ingredients you choose then 
shallow or deep-fry. 

Frozen fruit and  
vegetables are  
well known for being  
nutritionally more reliable  
than fresh, as freezing  
prevents sensitive vitamins  
and nutrients from being lost. 
From a caterer perspective, they’re also 
more cost-effective, allow ingredients  
to be available out of season and help 
minimise waste. 
One of the most popular frozen vegetables 
are petit pois and, here, Annmarie Farr, chef 
lecturer at Ayrshire College, who led a team 
of students to the final of this year’s Country 
Range Student Chef Challenge, gets 
creative with these humble green balls  
of goodness…

Love Local
What a great and glorious summer  
we have had, for a change I did hear 
many asking just where the rain has 
been! The farmers have needed the 
rain, although it does help to be dry 
when harvesting, but with such great 
crops here on our 
shores we have had 
an abundance of 
soft fruits. Cracking 
Coxes apples are 
coming in, and as for 
salad items, it’s great 
to be buying locally 
and benefiting from 
less air miles, as well as supporting 
the farmers around us.

The Craft Guild have, as normal, 
had a quieter few weeks during 
August, but planning for future 
months is still with us, and we have 
just presented the graduates who 
passed out last month with their 
certificates and prizes at the  
awards evening at The Jumeirah 
Carlton Tower Hotel in London.

This month sees the winners of  
the Country Range Student Chef 
Challenge 2018 start to prepare for 
their pending trip to our Universal 
Cookery Food Festival at Westlands 
in Worcestershire. If anyone is 
interested in the event please  
contact us for details. 

Entries are now open for the  
2018/2019 Country Range  
Student Chef Challenge so head to  
www.countryrangestudentchef.co.uk  
for more details on how to enter. 

We’re looking forward to our jewel 
event, National Chef of the Year,  
being held at The Restaurant Show on 
October 2, an exciting platform for any 
chef, and we hope that in not so many 
years we will be watching someone  
who competed in the Country Range 
Student Chef Challenge take to the 
stage. If you are at the show please do 
spend a moment to come to the Craft 
Guild stand and make yourself known.

Annmarie Farr is this month showing 
us the best way to use frozen petit 

pois and as I always 
say don’t take 
Annmarie’s word  
for it - try it!

So until next month,

Andrew  
Green

Craft Guild of Chefs
020 8948 3870
enquiries@craftguildofchefs.org

The Craft Guild of Chefs is the 
largest UK chefs association  
with members worldwide in 
foodservice and hospitality, 
from students and trainees  
to top management working 
everywhere from Michelin  
starred restaurants to  
educational establishments.

For more on the Craft Guild, visit 
www.craftguildofchefs.org or 
follow the Craft Guild of Chefs  
on Twitter at @Craft_Guild

About Annmarie Farr
Annmarie has worked as  
a hospitality lecturer at 
Ayrshire College for four 
years. Prior to that she 
lectured at Newbury 
College in Berkshire for 
almost 10 years. Her team  
of three students - Iona 
Duncan, Agnieska Dudko 
and Katarazyna 
Hospodarewska - 
triumphed in the Country 
Range Student Chef 
Challenge 2017 final held  
at ScotHot in Glasgow. 

She also led a team, which included 
Iona Duncan, into the finals of the 2018 
Student Chef Challenge. 

Annmarie Farr

5. Pea soufflé
A light and tasty lunch  
or starter, just add the pea puree to your 
béchamel and choice of cheese – could be  
a locally produced blue, or Gruyére cheese 
also works well - then fold in your egg whites.  
Bake the soufflés in 
prepared ramekins in  
a pre-heated oven for 
15 to 20 minutes – 
delicious and tasty!

• Country Range 
Frozen  
Petit Pois

• Pack size: 1kg

Frozen 
petit pois 

Five ways to use...

Pea fritters  are great as  a vegetarian  starter with a  poached egg

Wholegrain wellness

Presenting the wholegrain range from Tilda

This classic high quality 
Basmati grain is rich in fi bre 
and nutrients - the natural 

choice for a healthier school
menu option. 

This delicious grain has the 
added benefi t of the entire 
bran layer making it both 

nutrient rich and deliciously 
tasty, perfect for students.

A school favourite, this 
blend combines the health 
benefi ts of wholegrain with 
the performance and taste 

of white long grain.

BACK TO SCHOOL
NATURAL 
GOODNESS AND A 
HEALTHY CHOICE

tildafoodservice.com
@TildaChef
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Nestlé Breakfast Cereals
HELPING YOU SERVE A  
CEREAL FOR EVERYONE

® Reg. Trademark of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A. 

FIND OUT MORE AT  
www.cerealsuccess.co.uk

 NO ARTIFICIAL COLOURS OR FLAVOURS

123651531236515412329206

1239108 12313252 12313021

Product Pack Format Pack Size

NESTLE HARVEST HOME BRAN FLAKES Cereal 9x500g Retail 9x500g

NESTLE HARVEST HOME CORNFLAKES Cereal 7x500g Retail 7x500g

NESTLE HARVEST HOME CRISP RICE Cereal 6x550g Retail 6x550g

NESTLE HARVEST HOME BRAN FLAKES Cereal (4x500g) Bag in Box 4x500g

NESTLE HARVEST HOME CORNFLAKES Cereal (4x500g) Bag in Box 4x500g

NESTLE CRISP RICE Cereal (4x400g) Bag in Box 4x500g

OSM6260_CRG May promo ooh_297x210mm.indd   1 16/02/2018   12:44



T he Marketplace

>> With 78% of consumers 
wanting to see more exciting 
desserts available on menus,  
Dr Oetker Professional is 
satisfying demand with the 
launch of two new sweet pizzas.
The latest research shows that over 
half of UK consumers are bored with 
traditional dessert options and three 
out of four people would like to see 
menus refreshed. 
Using the Chicago Town’s iconic Deep 
Dish base, the Chocolate Dessert 
Pizza has a signature chocolate crust 
that is topped with gooey chocolate 

sauce and a 
trio of dark, 
white and 
milk chocolate 
chunks. 
Starting with a sweet dough base, the 
Salted Caramel Dessert Pizza includes 
a delicious combination of milk and 
white chocolate chips with chunks  
of salted caramel.
Individually portioned, the fully-loaded 
dessert pizzas simply cook in the oven 
with no special equipment or kitchen 
skills required and hold for 45 minutes, 
making them the ideal addition to 
dessert menus.  

Staying on top of 
sugar reduction 
>> With the food industry being 
challenged by Public Health England 
(PHE) to reduce the amount of sugar 
content in their food, Kara have 
redeveloped their range of tulip 
muffins in line with the new 2020 
sugar guidelines.  

The launch comes at a crucial time as PHE 
has revealed that the food industry has  
only managed to reduce sugar by 2% on  
a selected range of products; well below 
the 5% target set for 2018. 
With the pressure now mounting 
on manufacturers, Kara is 
proud to be at the forefront 
with their updated tulip 
muffin range. 
Kara’s muffin range still 
has the blueberry muffin 
but now contains even more 
blueberries. For consumers who 

are looking for a more indulgent treat, Kara’s 
new vanilla and chocolate chip muffin could 
be the answer. 
Danielle Meehan, foodservice NPD manager, 
said: “The launch of the new and improved 

muffins allows Kara to continue to stay 
ahead of these important guidelines 

whilst expanding upon a well 
established bakery range, offering 
outlets a new and exciting flavour 
enabling them to add another  
classic muffin to their menu. 

The existing muffins have seen  
the sugar reduced, whilst not 

compromising on taste or quality.”

SMALL  
AND MIGHTY
>> Cofresco Foodservice is expanding 
its award-winning range of Wrapmaster 
dispensers, with the launch of the new 
Wrapmaster 3000. 

Designed for 
small, busy 
kitchens 
who want all 
the benefits 
of a large 
professional 
dispensing 
kit, the new 
Wrapmaster 
3000 is just 
30cm wide and 
developed for 
high volume 
users of film, 
foil, as well 
as baking 

parchment.
The Wrapmaster 3000 is the latest catering 
dispenser to be updated as part of Cofresco 
Foodservice’s ongoing commitment to 
chefs. 17% lighter and 28% smaller than its 
predecessor, it is now more portable and even 
easier to use and reload to meet the demands  
of a tough kitchen environment.

Dr Oetker 
Professional 
sweetens up 
pizza offerings

Over half  
of UK consumers  
are bored with 

traditional  
dessert  
options

The food  
industry has  

only managed to 
reduce sugar  

by 2%

Keeping you up-to-date on new products and services within the foodservice industry

Nestlé Breakfast Cereals
HELPING YOU SERVE A  
CEREAL FOR EVERYONE

® Reg. Trademark of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A. 

FIND OUT MORE AT  
www.cerealsuccess.co.uk

 NO ARTIFICIAL COLOURS OR FLAVOURS

123651531236515412329206

1239108 12313252 12313021

Product Pack Format Pack Size

NESTLE HARVEST HOME BRAN FLAKES Cereal 9x500g Retail 9x500g

NESTLE HARVEST HOME CORNFLAKES Cereal 7x500g Retail 7x500g

NESTLE HARVEST HOME CRISP RICE Cereal 6x550g Retail 6x550g

NESTLE HARVEST HOME BRAN FLAKES Cereal (4x500g) Bag in Box 4x500g

NESTLE HARVEST HOME CORNFLAKES Cereal (4x500g) Bag in Box 4x500g

NESTLE CRISP RICE Cereal (4x400g) Bag in Box 4x500g
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Celebrating its silver anniversary,  
the prestigious Country Range 
Student Chef Challenge has officially 
launched for 2019 with lecturers and 
college students being urged to be 
enter and make history in the kitchen. 
Run in collaboration with the Craft Guild of 
Chefs, the challenge has played a huge role  
in developing young chefs and talent around 
the UK for a quarter of century.

To win the much-sought after title, teams  
of three students will be required to plan, 
prepare and execute a three-course, four-
cover menu in 90 minutes.

The 2018/2019 Challenge will focus on the 
essential core skills and techniques studied 
by students on a second year Professional 

It’s been 25 years since the 
launch of the Country Range Student 
Chef Challenge and the competition 
has become an important platform 
for student chefs to demonstrate  
their culinary skills to key influencers 
and employers in the sector. I’d urge 
as many colleges and students as 
possible to get involved as the 
benefits really are endless.
Chris Basten, chairman of judges 
at the Craft Guild of Chefs

The entries will first be judged by Craft Guild  
of Chefs before winning teams are selected  
to compete in regional heats at the end of 
January 2019. The victorious teams from these 
heats will then compete at the grand final, 
which will take place on March 13, 2019 in the 
Live Theatre of ScotHot - Scotland’s largest 
hospitality and tourism show.

Cookery, Catering and Hospitality 
course, and will test students’ 
knowledge of both classical 
cooking and the more modern 
methods of the last 25 years. 

Robbie Phillips, lecturer of the 
2018 winning City of Glasgow 
College team, said: “The 
Challenge is fantastic for students 
as it nurtures creativity and teaches 
them precision, organisational skills, 
discipline, speed and teamwork, which 
reinforces what they learn at college and  
need in the industry. They also get to travel 
and meet people from other parts of the 
country, visit shows and events so it’s a great 
opportunity to build their CV, as well as being 
a tremendous source of personal achievement 
and pride.”

• An Asian-themed seabass starter –  
this must be made using a whole seabass, 
which must be filleted and presented to 
judges with bones and trim displayed.

• A classically creative dessert with a modern 
twist that contains a minimum of 30% 
Country Range Chocolate Drops

• A main duck dish cooked any way -  
demonstrating butchery skills students  
must remove both legs by tunnel boning 
before removing the breasts and presenting 
the whole carcass to the judges. Portion size 
for the dish is to be half a breast per person 
and some of the leg meat.

The Criteria The cost per cover is £8  
and the menus must include:

Entries are  
now open for  

the 25th annual 
Country Range 
Student Chef 

Challenge

Silver Jubilee Challenge

STU 
DENT 
CHEF

20
18

 
20

19
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For full details of the challenge, rules, 
criteria and to register your interest, visit 
www.countryrangestudentchef.co.uk  
to receive an entry pack. The deadline  
for submissions is November 30, 2018.  
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There is something to satisfy everyone with 7 flavours to choose from, 

including classic Triple Chocolate, comforting Cinn-Apple, AWARD WINNING 

Caramel Lace and our NEW Lovely Lemon and Cookie Crush flavours!

TO ORDER  
and for a list of available 
products, contact your 
Country Range Group 
wholesaler

For more Dawn product information 
contact us:

01386 760843 
dawnfoods.com
info.UK@dawnfoods.com   

•  Supplied frozen, they thaw in 60 minutes

•  Made with our Dawn® expertly developed donut mix for guaranteed quality

•  36 donuts in a pack (3 trays of 12)

Providing the ingredients for life’s sweet moments



Food & industry news  
Allergen Accreditation 
launches the 
“#Onemcpeakechallenge” 

CHEFS FOR 
CHANGE 
>> Three of the world’s best 
chefs - Joan Roca, Eneko Atxa 
and Gaggan Anand – have 
joined forces with Nicolas 
Mounard, chief executive of 
international NGO Farm Africa, 
to launch Chefs for Change. 
The movement aims to bridge the gap 
between two very different worlds: 
high-end cuisine and international 
development.

>> In order to raise awareness  
of how difficult it is to live with  
a food allergy, Allergen 
Accreditation is inviting chefs  
and caterers to eliminate one  
or more allergens from their diet 
for two weeks in September.
The “#Onemcpeakechallenge” will 
enable volunteers to understand the daily 
issues that someone with allergies faces 
and appreciate the problems that food 
allergy sufferers face when eating out.  
Registration is now live and this has  
been set with https://mydonate.bt.com/
fundraisers/ 
onemcpeake 
challenge.  
The money  
raised from  
this campaign  
will go to the  
Anaphylaxis 
Campaign. 

“A dish is  
much more than 

the sum of its 
ingredients”

Joan Roca, chef at El Celler de Can Roca 
in Girona in northern Spain, which has 
twice been ranked No 1 restaurant in the 
world, commented: “A dish is much more 
than the sum of its ingredients. If we 
consider its sourcing, we see that every 
ingredient has been created by a varied 
cast of human characters involved in 
every step of the food’s journey from  
land to the plate. 
“The Chefs for Change movement wants 
to give a voice to these rural food 
producers and their life stories, and 
empower them to grow.”
For more information visit 
               www.chefsforchange.org.
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1. Mix together the garlic, tarragon, pepper and olive oil 
and rub into the sirloin, leave marinating for a minimum 
of 2 hours.

2. Preheat the oven to 200˚C.

3. Place in a roasting tray, season with salt and roast  
in the oven for 20 minutes, then turn the temperature 
down to 190˚c and continue cooking for a further  
90 minutes (see cooking tips above).

4. Remove from the oven and the roasting tray and allow  
to rest for at least 30 minutes. Retain the juices in the tray.

5. For the gravy, skim the fat from the surface of the  
juices and discard, place the roasting tray on the stove 
on a high heat, add the boiling water, then whisk in the 
Gluten Free Gravy Granules until thick. Add the tarragon 
and port and allow to infuse, then pass the gravy 
through a sieve.

6. Carve the beef into portions and serve with the  
Gluten Free Gravy and serve with a selection of  
seasonal vegetables.

METHOD

After the initial 20 minutes of roasting, allow a 15 minute 
cooking time per 450g of sirloin for medium rare and a further  
5 minutes per 450g for medium. You can also place an oven 
probe in the centre of the meat and once it reaches a core 
temp of 48˚C, remove from the oven. This will then continue 
cooking and be medium rare (take to 52˚C for medium).

HINTS & TIPS

INGREDIENTS

• 5 Cloves of garlic (finely chopped)
• 5 Sprigs of tarragon (finely chopped)
• 2g Ground black pepper
• 50ml Olive oil
• 3kg Sirloin of beef
• 5g Sea salt

FOR THE ROAST BEEF

FOR THE BISTO GRAVY
• 1ltr Boiling water 
• 75g Bisto Gluten Free  

Gravy Granules 
• 1 Sprig of tarragon 
• 50ml Port 

Roast Beef Sirloin 
with Tarragon &  

Port Gravy Number  
of servings: 12

Prep time: 
10 minutes

CHEF ’S  NOTES

Cook time: 
115 minutes

 

There are a number of cuts of beef that can be used on a carvery, from  
topside, through to rump and rib. For this recipe we’ve used sirloin, cooked  
with garlic and tarragon and served with tarragon and port gravy. 

Sulphites (within the port)

ALLERGENSChicken
2

Lamb
3

1
Beef

Roast  
Dinner  
Week

MOST POPULAR MEAT CHOICES AT A CARVERY

23rd-30 th Sep t

13757-SIU September advert.indd   1 28/06/2018   17:15
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Naturally high in protein,
Naturally low in fat,

Naturally...
IT HAS TO BE HEINZ

 3.7g of  
fibre per 

100g

Heinz - Beanz + tt ads.indd   1 05/04/2018   13:12



Chris DeHollander

With vegan cuisine the hottest food trend  
of the moment, this delicious pancake recipe  
is flippin’ brilliant! 
This tasty dessert has been created by Chris DeHollander, head chef  
for RG Catering, who provide workplace catering for the staff of Amigo  
Loans in Bournemouth. 

“It’s a really simple recipe but they’re honestly the best pancakes I’ve  
ever eaten,” he says. “Vegan food is really big – everyone seems to be 
going that way. Three years ago, out of 350 diners, we used to cater for  
one vegan and maybe two vegetarians – now we have 10 to 15 vegans  
and 30-50 vegetarians.” 

Chris is an avid user of Country Range ingredients and loves the  
consistency they offer. “The Country Range Ground Cinnamon works 

really well in this dish,” he continues.  
“It really enhances the flavour of the 

bananas and, combined with  
the sweetness of the Country 

Range Maple and Agave 
Syrup, it’s incredible.”

Ingredients

Method
1. Mix all dry ingredients together.
2. Mix all wet ingredients together.
3. Mix wet and dry ingredients together.
4. Heat a frying pan with a splash of rapeseed oil, then  
gently fry the pancakes until golden brown. Put to one side.
5. Caramelise the bananas in light soft brown sugar in  
a frying pan. Toast the pumpkin seeds and sprinkle over  
the banana, along with the coconut shavings.
6. Drizzle with Country Range Maple and Agave Syrup.

60g Country Range  
Maple & Agave Syrup
10g rapeseed oil 
400g coconut milk
300g Country Range  
Self Raising Flour
12g Country Range  
Baking Powder
1g salt

1g Country Range  
Bicarbonate of Soda
1g Country Range  
Ground Cinnamon

To serve
2 bananas, sliced
15g coconut shavings
25g toasted pumpkin seeds

“It’s a really 
simple recipe  

but they’re 
honestly the best 

pancakes I’ve  
ever eaten”

The Country Range 
Ground Cinnamon really 
enhances the flavour  

of the bananas

The Leading Independent 
Foodservice Brand

with caramelised banana, toasted 
pumpkin seed and maple syrup

Vegan pancakes
On the Range

@KraftHeinzFSUK

www.kraftheinzfoodservice.co.uk

@KraftHeinzFSUK

Naturally high in protein,
Naturally low in fat,

Naturally...
IT HAS TO BE HEINZ

 3.7g of  
fibre per 

100g

Heinz - Beanz + tt ads.indd   1 05/04/2018   13:12
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 The more you know, 
the more you can grow
By Sarah Willingham, restaurant investor 
and former Dragons’ Den star

>> In the current climate where large  
high street restaurant chains are closing 
down or reporting difficulties, there’s never 
been a more important time to ensure  
that small, independent restaurants  
are given an opportunity to thrive. 
Recently released research from Just Eat found that if we  
can help independent restaurants and takeaways increase  
their annual turnover by 5%, the UK economy could stand  
to gain £1.1billion.

I know all too well how tough it can be to run a successful and 
profitable restaurant business. To make the most of their growth 
potential, restaurant owners need to be more commercially-
minded. Often, they’re so focused on day-to-day tasks, they  
don’t think about the bigger picture of running their businesses  
as efficiently as possible, helping to drive profit margins. 

Take the  
time to respond  
to reviews and  
take on board  
the feedback
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Delight 
your guests 

with indulgent 
treats
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 The more you know, 
the more you can grow

Here are my top five tips to help small  
restaurants achieve their desired growth: 

Make your food profitable 
Just Eat’s research showed that rising food prices are 

one of the greatest concerns for independent restaurant owners. 
With this in mind, it’s important to review your prices regularly to 
make sure your dishes are still profitable. Anyone running a food 
business should know the exact cost and profit for each item on 
their menu. When it comes to pricing the item, your average dish 
should be roughly 20% cost and 80% profit. 

Understand your running costs
You need to know the benchmark for your running 

costs - rent, wages, electricity and so on. Many businesses can 
go months without realising what’s driving up their costs; if you 
don’t know what’s changing then you can’t address it. It’s also 
important to take advantage of ways to reduce running costs - 
many companies offer discounts for small businesses. Do your 
research and find out how you can make things cheaper. 

Use data to trade more efficiently
It’s incredibly important to understand your trading 

peaks and troughs. For example, if takings are very low on a 
Monday, it might be more cost effective not to open that day. 
Similarly, if certain dishes are doing really well, you could 
consider adding a variation of that dish to meet the demand.

Don’t underestimate  
the power of reviews 

A recommendation or review can be the deciding factor on 
whether or not customers choose to order from your restaurant. 
If you get a negative review, try not to reply in the heat of the 
moment. Take the time to respond. Take on board the feedback 
and consider what changes you could make. It’s important that 
you show you are listening.

Understand your competition 
It’s natural to be fearful of competition. However, 

healthy competition increases the market and could drive more 
customers. Observe what your peers are doing and consider 
whether there’s anything you could do differently. Talk to one 
another - it’s likely you’ll be facing the same pressures and could 
learn from one each other.

Sarah is currently offering independent restaurants 
mentoring as part of Just Eat’s Business Booster 
programme. The scheme has been designed to help 
restaurants address the challenges they face as they 
seek to grow their business. 
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ROUND VANILLA
TARTLET SHELL
Product code 78441
Weight 6g  (38mm)
Units per box 240  (48x 5 trays)
 

SQUARE SAVOURY
TARTLET SHELL
Product code 78455
Weight 9g  (38mm)
Units per box 240  (48x 5 trays)
 

CHOCOLATE BASKET
Product code 78459
Weight 4g  (36mm)
Units per box 126  (42x3 trays)
 

VANILLA BASKET
Product code 78458
Weight 4g  (36mm)
Units per box 126  (42x3 trays)
 

CHOCOLATE CONE
Product code 78457
Weight 4g
Units per box 63  (63x1 tray)
 

MINI MACARONS 
ASSORTMENT
Product code 78463
Weight 6g
Units per box 189  (63x3 trays)
 

FRUIT PETIT FOURS
Product code 78468
Weight 9-11g
Units per box 168  (56x3 trays)
 

CHOCOLATE
PETIT FOURS
Product code 78469
Weight 9-11g
Units per box 168  (56x3 trays)
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Michael O’Hare

Leading
Lights

my chefs  nearly all 
couldn’t  

work in any  
other kitchen

“
“

Michael O’Hare is the chef-patron of 
the Michelin-starred Leeds restaurant, 
The Man Behind the Curtain. A former 
ballet dancer and aerospace 
engineering student, his wasn’t a 
direct career path into cooking…

Yours wasn’t a conventional  
journey into the chefing world.  
Why did you choose this route?
I didn’t choose this route at all it just sort of 
happened. I think dropping out of higher  
education to become a chef is quite commonplace 
these days. The big problem in the UK is that kids 
are pushed to make a decision on a career at 16 
before they know anything about life, what their 
interests are or what drives them. Three of my 
‘chefferers’ have degrees in non-food related 
subjects. It’s a time when you first start to eat and 
drink alone as an adult. I think if everyone took 
three years after school to do some shitty joe jobs, 
learn work ethic and furthermore understand what 
they don’t want to do, then university would be 
much more beneficial. At the moment students use 
university to do exactly this… massive debts and no 
career path at the end of it, too much pressure to 
find your path when you’re a teenager rather than 
just letting life happen and your own self develop.

Do you think your lack of formal 
culinary education enabled you to 
unleash a creativity that would have 
been stifled otherwise? 
I don’t think it makes a difference whether you 
learn to cook in restaurants or learn to cook in 
catering college. There is certainly, depending  
on which restaurants you choose, better chefs  
in restaurants than there are lecturers in  
catering colleges. Although it’s not formal in  
terms of qualifications in a restaurant, you’re  
still learning. You can’t use the term ‘self-taught’  
if you’ve ever worked for anyone else. I think  
by learning in a restaurant you’re learning  
people’s ways rather than the textbook way  
and it’s the people who you choose to work  
with that shape the way you cook. >>
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Do you think there is a North/
South divide when it comes to 
fine dining? 
Maybe… (Michael mused). It’s probably 
better to just single out London versus 
the rest of the UK. I think it’s more 
common to eat in fine dining restaurants 
on a casual basis in London. There is 
more disposable income and it’s not seen 
as a special trip necessarily. Fine dining in 
the north is far more occasion-led, not 
birthdays etc but going out and 
meaning it, this includes people 
coming outside of London to 
eat. We get as many people 
from the south at The Man 
Behind The Curtain as we do 
from the north. When I go to 
a restaurant in London it’s 
because I’m in London for 
another reason and whilst 
I’m there I want to eat great 
food. When people travel 
from London to The Man 
Behind The Curtain it’s usually 
just to eat at the restaurant. Any 
other activities are planned 
around it. 

Do you enjoy your rebel/
maverick moniker? 
To be honest I don’t think it exists. People 
may see me as a rebel but in reality, I’m 
just doing things the way that I want to. 
Labelling happens a lot and the media 
want to define things or people. Maybe 
it’s a by-product of doing what you want, 
when some chefs are doing what they 
think people want. I really like Maverick 
from Top Gun ….. even with the dodgy 
teeth still super cool.

How important is gaining 
Michelin stars to you? 
Incredibly. I don’t judge myself or others 
by them and I’m not blind to the fact that 
my opinions are different to that of 
Michelin. I think it’s important because 
they exist. Nobody agrees completely 
with any guide… and it is just that “a 
guide” its not a guarantee. Because other 
restaurants have them it becomes 
comparative which makes it competitive.

You can draw a conclusion that a 3 star 
restaurant is better than a 2 star and in 
turn a 2 better than 1 and so on... It 
doesn’t mean that I haven’t been to better 
one stars than three stars, because I have 
but that is only my viewpoint. Still to this 
day there is no better or more 
internationally respected guide. 

I’m just doing things 
the way that I want to“ ”

As long as there are restaurants that have 
more accolades than you, then you can 
be compared to them but I am not in 
competition with other restaurants. I am 
just in competition with myself and I am a 
much bigger critic of my own work than 
any Michelin inspector. I genuinely 
believe the progression of The Man 
Behind The Curtain means we are now 
operating at a 2 Star level and that 
self-belief is good enough for me… if it 
comes it comes.

How do you make it work in  
your kitchens? 
Working in a kitchen is no different to any 
other working environment. A negative 
environment is induced and a positive 
environment just happens. I think it’s so 
important to just not be a dick and also to 
find the right people. There are a lot of 
chefs that wouldn’t fit in my kitchen and 

nearly all my chefs couldn’t work in any 
another kitchen. We work hard and we 
push forward but it’s mellow. You have to 
create an environment that people want  
to be in because, ultimately, it can be a 
repetitive job at times. 

How important are the 
serving plates to the 

dining experience, 
and how involved 
are you with 
choosing/
designing them? 
Every aspect of the 
restaurant has to fit its 
identity. That includes 

the music, the smell,  
the uniform, the cutlery, 

the crockery, the floor, 
walls, shoes, kitchen. 

I am 100% responsible with the 
choosing and design of the plates. 

What do you predict will be 
the big food trends for the 
next 12 months?
To be honest I don’t really care and  
I don’t think it makes any difference.  
I’ve heard that there is a big thing kicking  
off in the North East and in Sunderland 
especially about chicken dippers and 
blue drinks. Kitty cafes are popular and 
this could move to Alsatians in prams? 
There are rumblings that this could  
go nationwide. 

I am just in competition  
with myself and I am a  

much bigger critic of my  
own work than any Michelin 

inspector. I genuinely  
believe The Man Behind  

The Curtain is now  
operating at a  
2 Star level”
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“Gulguk”  
Korean Oyster Soup
Serves 6

Oysters
Ingredients
18 oysters
Water for poaching

METHOD
1. Shuck oysters, removing muscle.  
Retain natural liquor and put aside.

2. Poach oysters at 62 C for 5 minutes

3. Leave to cool, trim and store.

Strawberry  
and Kimchi Soup
Ingredients
500ml water
500g strawberries
50g kombu
250g kimchi
50g fermented turnip
100g kimchi base
Retained Oyster liquor
0.2% Agar

METHOD
1. Combine ingredients and simmer for  
15 minutes

2. Remove from heat, cover, and steep  
for 30 minutes

3. Clarify with Agar

4. Chill

Finish
Ingredients
Gold Leaf

METHOD
1. Place 3 oysters into small soup bowl.

2. Pour over soup until oysters are  
¾ covered.

3. Garnish exposed oyster with gold leaf

“Gulguk” 
Korean Oyster Soup

“Gulguk” is light and refreshing  but has the luxury of oysters  to make it special

And now for three 
questions that we ask all 
of our Leading Lights…

1. What are your three 
kitchen secrets?
i) Paint stuff black until 
people get bored of it 

ii) Buy fancy plates so 
nobody notices you  
can’t cook 

iii) Be a bit of a dick in 
interviews 

2. What is your 
favourite ingredient 
and why?
Love… it’s all you need.

3. Please could you 
share your favourite 
recipe, along with 
your reasons for 
choosing it? 
“Gulguk” Korean Oyster 
Soup – it’s light and 
refreshing but has the luxury 
of oysters to make  
it special.

How has becoming a father 
changed your outlook on work 
and life? 
It has made me want more out of life and  
more out of work. I don’t know if that’s as a 
direct result of becoming a father but I feel  
like I have more responsibility. I can directly 
influence the surroundings in which he grows 
up by what I do in my working life. I want to 
create a legacy with this restaurant so that,  
if he wants to get involved later in life, he can. 

There are only so many hours in the day, I want 
to spend as much time with my son as possible 
and I want the quality of time I spend with him 
to be better.

I think the biggest change is that I fear death 
less. I used to be terrified of dying but I’m 
seeing parts of myself now in my son which 
brings comfort. I still don’t want to die but if  
I did I can take comfort in that he’ll be there. 
That got dark didn’t it …. Sorry ….I’ve always 
been a bit Peter Pan about life but now I’m 
quite into getting older.
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T he Marketplace

GROWN UP  
SOFT DRINKS
>> Bottlegreen has unveiled a range  
of delicious new pressés and cordials  
to tap into the adult soft drinks market. 
The cordials can be mixed with still, sparkling or 
hot water or used in cocktails, whilst the pressé range 
is great served simply over ice, or as a mixer with your favourite 
spirit. The pressés are 750ml and all cordials are 500ml.
The new launches include:
• Blood Orange & Bergamot Pressé - a deliciously zesty blend 

of blood orange, scented floral notes of bergamot and lightly 
sparkling Cotswold spring water

• Rhubarb & Ginger Pressé - combining the delicate tartness  
of rhubarb with the subtle warmth of ginger and lightly 
sparkling Cotswold spring water

• Rhubarb & Ginger Cordial 
• Blood Orange & Bergamot Cordial 
For serving suggestions visit  
www.bottlegreendrinks.com/recipe/ 

FEELING FRUITY
>> New research 
shows around 
3.5million 
people in the UK 
(that’s 7% of the 
population) are 
now vegan and 
as the nation 
becomes busier, 
they’re looking 
for convenience - 
that still fits in with their dietary lifestyles. 
In response Fruitypot have created a range of fruit- 
based snacks, in handy packaging to eat on the move. 
Fruitypot offers six fruit in juice and fruit in jelly, 
individually packed, with a disposable spoon inside. 
Perfect for those on the lookout for a grab and go snack, 
Fruitypot is made with real fruit - plus they are suitable  
for everyone with their FreeFrom credentials.
In addition, JellySqueeze is a range of innovative no 
added sugar, squeezable jelly in a resealable pouch. 
Available in three delicious flavours, JellySqueeze are 
bursts of goodness in a pocket-sized, easy to hold pouch. 

GLUTEN-FREE, VEGAN TRAYBAKE
>> The Handmade Cake Company 
has launched their first ever vegan 
traybake - a gluten-free vegan 
blackcurrant crumble. 
Sandwiching a sticky blackcurrant jam 
between a shortcake base and a crunchy 
oaty crumble, the new crumble is handmade 
and baked from scratch in their ‘AA grade’ 
BRC certified bakery in Berkshire.
Social media front-runner Pinterest has 
released their 100 report predicting the  
biggest food trends of 2018  
and vegan desserts are set to be one of the winners. Pins for vegan desserts  
are up 329%, particularly classical desserts with a vegan twist. 

A Christmas treat from Suncream Dairies 
>> Indulgent and luxurious desserts are 
a fundamental part of Christmas menus – 
and by getting them right, you can make  
a real impact on customer sentiment as  
well as sales.  
New from Suncream Dairies for the festive season 
is an Italian-style Gelato Gold Winter Spiced Fruit 
ice cream which delivers all the flavours  
of Christmas – and more!  

Made with fresh double cream for a rich and creamy flavour and texture, it contains juicy 
raisins, sultanas and currants, slivers of glacé cherries and candied mixed fruit peel plus 
a hint of mixed spices and cinnamon. 
“It’s perfect as a stand-alone dessert or when added to hot mince pies or Christmas 
pudding, it’s a decadent take on the traditional Christmas favourites and is guaranteed 
to spice up your winter menus!” comments Rebecca Manfredi, managing director of 
Suncream Dairies. “It’s like having all your favourite Christmas flavours at once!”
Like all the other flavours in Suncream’s Gelato Gold range, the new Winter Spiced Fruit 
flavour is suitable for vegetarians and made in a nut-free factory. It comes in 5 litre 
resealable tubs, each containing approximately 45 scoops. 

The  
cordials can be 
mixed with still, 
sparkling or hot 
water or used in 

cocktails

Keeping you up-to-date on new products and services within the foodservice industry
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Kerrymaid is proud to be working with 
Jeanette Orrey to bring a Taste Of The 

Good Life to schools nationwide

Brought to you by

HELPS SCHOOL CATERERS ACHIEVE ‘FOOD 
FOR LIFE SERVED HERE’ ACCREDITATION  

CONTAINS NO HYDROGENATED FATS & IS FREE 
FROM UNDESIRABLE ADDITIVES 

THE SOIL ASSOCIATION APPROVED RANGE IS GLUTEN FREE 

BENEFITS OF USING KERRYMAID:

VISIT  
KERRYMAID.COM 
TO DOWNLOAD 
YOUR COPY OF 

THE KERRYMAID 
COLLECTION 

FEATURING RECIPES 
FROM BRAND 

AMBASSADOR AND 
CO FOUNDER OF 
FOOD FOR LIFE 

JEANETTE ORREY MBE

www.kerrymaid.com        
 @KerrymaidDairy

Where taste and 
performance meet

www.kerrymaid.com        
   @KerrymaidDairy
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Effortless Dispensing of Cling Film, Foil and Baking Parchment.

Saves Time & Money

Hygienic

Safe To Use

Dishwasher Safe

Perfect Cut Every Time

• Reduces wastage and increases productivity

• Easy to clean and sanitise

• Portable and easy to carry

• Easily disinfected in a commercial dishwasher

Wrapmaster® 45cm and 30cm 
professional catering dispensers 
for use with genuine Wrapmaster® 
re� ll rolls only.

www.wrapmaster.global

Wrapmaster® 45cm and 30cm 
professional catering dispensers 
for use with genuine Wrapmaster
re� ll rolls only.

Perfect Cut Every Time

Saves Time & Money

Wrapmaster
professional catering dispensers 
for use with genuine Wrapmaster
re� ll rolls only.

Perfect Cut Every Time

Buy any 2 cases 
of re� ll rolls and get 
a Wrapmaster® 4500 

or 3000 dispenser

FREE
Contact your Country Range 

Group wholesaler to order



Food & industry news  
Hospitality apprentices 
impress at HIT 
MasterChef finals
>> Adam Leyland Simpson has been 
crowned winner of HIT Training’s 
Apprentice MasterChef competition. 
25-year-old Adam, who is 
currently undertaking the level 
2 Commis Chef Apprenticeship 
at St Bedes College in Bristol, 
impressed the judges with his 
dish of buttered hake with 
burnt kale, fennel croquette, 
cauliflower purée with a lemon 
vinaigrette, and cherry 
tomatoes. 

>> HIT Training, the apprenticeship provider for the hospitality 
sector, has announced the launch of a unique new initiative 
– the HIT Hospitality Academy.
Designed to sit alongside the 
Hospitality Team Member 
apprenticeship, the academy will  
offer a highly practical enrichment 
programme focused around delivering 
exceptional customer service.
The launch follows the success of the 
HIT Chef Academy, which has been 
running for three years and has 
supported over 1,000 professional 
chef apprentices to date.
Through the HIT Hospitality Academy, apprentices will benefit from targeted, 
workshop-based training that will hone and polish their craft, teach them  
new skills, build their confidence, and boost job satisfaction and productivity. 
The workshops will take place primarily at partnered client sites, such  
as breweries, vineyards, distilleries and roasteries, creating an authentic 
experience and deeper product understanding.
Jeremy Scorer, HIT Hospitality Academy principal, commented: “It’s an 
exciting time to be working in the industry. Consumers have a wealth of 
choice at their fingertips, from the style of food they wish to eat, to where 
they’re going to enjoy it. The one area you must shine as a business is 
customer service and yet foundation skills in this area are often overlooked. 
That’s why we’re so passionate about giving apprentices the tools they need 
to do the best job possible.”
For more information, visit: hittraining.co.uk/hit-hospitality-academy.

Adam is currently 
undertaking the level 

2 Commis Chef 
Apprenticeship at  
St Bedes College 

 in Bristol,

PIONEERING HOSPITALITY ACADEMY

GIANT IMPACT
GIANT SALES
GIANT MARGIN

Email: amessagetoyou@paterson-arran.com
Contact: SWhitehouse@paterson-arran.com

A delicious giant cookie,packed with oats andjuicy raisins

Net Weight 60g
For Best Before End - See Back 

Palm Oil
Free &
Proud!

Giant Cookie
Triple chocolate

A delicious giant cookie,

crammed with milk and

white chocolate chunks

Giant Cookie

Net Weight 60g
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Giant Cookies

A delicious fudge
flavoured giant cookie,
bursting with milk
chocolate chips 

Giant Cookie

Net Weight 60g
For Best Before End - See Back 

Palm Oil
Free &
Proud!

A giant
Scottish cream

shortbread round,
filled with delicious
strawberry jam

Net Weight 65g

ShortbreadJammy

For Best Before End - See Back 

MADE WITH 
ARRAN FINE 
FOODS JAM

MADE WITH 
Fresh 

scottish
double cream

Jammy 
Shortbread

MADE WITH 
Fresh 

scottish
double cream

Palm Oil
Free &
Proud!

Palm Oil
Free &
Proud!

MADE WITH 
ARRAN 
FINE FOODS 
JAM

www.paterson-arran.com

Giant Scottish
cream shortbread
rounds,  filled with

delicious strawberry
jam and packed in

a display SRP!

NEWLaunchingSeptember2018

20 x 65g Rounds Per Outer

18 x 60g Cookies Per Outer
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Effortless Dispensing of Cling Film, Foil and Baking Parchment.

Saves Time & Money

Hygienic

Safe To Use

Dishwasher Safe

Perfect Cut Every Time

• Reduces wastage and increases productivity

• Easy to clean and sanitise

• Portable and easy to carry

• Easily disinfected in a commercial dishwasher

Wrapmaster® 45cm and 30cm 
professional catering dispensers 
for use with genuine Wrapmaster® 
re� ll rolls only.

www.wrapmaster.global

Wrapmaster® 45cm and 30cm 
professional catering dispensers 
for use with genuine Wrapmaster
re� ll rolls only.

Perfect Cut Every Time

Saves Time & Money

Wrapmaster
professional catering dispensers 
for use with genuine Wrapmaster
re� ll rolls only.

Perfect Cut Every Time

Buy any 2 cases 
of re� ll rolls and get 
a Wrapmaster® 4500 

or 3000 dispenser

FREE
Contact your Country Range 

Group wholesaler to order



IDEAL FOR CREATING DELICIOUS 
TASTING GRAVIES, WHICH GUESTS 
WILL KEEP COMING BACK FOR

*Serving suggestion

MAGGI® GRAVIES; GLUTEN FREE VEGETARIAN, GOLDEN AND ORIGINAL
Take the hassle out of making thick, glossy and flavourful gravies

To find out more visit www.nestleprofessional.co.uk/maggi

STOCK UP NOW
for Christmas

8216_NP_Maggi_Gravy_Xmas_A4_V1.indd   1 04/07/2018   13:09
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Send your Food for Thought ideas to editor@stiritupmagazine.co.uk

FOOD FOR thought

Flowers take centre stage at 
Ella Canta on London’s Park 
Lane, with beautifully presented 
mains including this turbot with stuffed 
zucchini flower.

Floral tributes6

For Italian food with “a 
progressive approach”, try this 
wood pigeon with salsa ghiotta, 
Umbrian lentils, lardo and capers by new 
concept restaurant Mono in Edinburgh.

Great progress5

For a tasty vegan treat,  
these morsels of deep fried 
cauliflower coated in a savoury 
spicy and slightly sweet blend 
of Gochujang paste, soy, honey 
and sesame seeds from Orange Buffalo 
in Hoxton are sure to be a winner.

Vegan wings4

Inspirational recipe ideas  for Autumn menus

Quirky cuisine1
Head chef at Durham’s Seaham 
Hall, Damian Broom, has creative 
an innovative and quirky menu  
at the hotel’s new restaurant, The 
Dining Room, with delights like this Whitby 
crab, monksbeard, lemon, yoghurt, cep. 

Make the most of in-season  
figs with this fabulous Higo  
con Sobrasada at Brindisa in 
Shoreditch. For the full recipe visit  
www.stiritupmagazine.co.uk/recipes.

Feast on figs2

Cracked pork belly, Metaxa  
and date glaze with apple 
labneh and walnuts provides  
a deliciously tempting diner at Brother 
Marcus in Islington.

Food belly3

Get weeding7
This Mullet, Alexanders and 
seaweed dish is making waves 
at Brighton’s Silo restaurant.
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Find out more about Nescafé Gold Blend at 
www.nestleprofessional.co.uk/nescafegoldblendMORE

FIND OUT

Consumers want more premium experiences wherever they are. 
So, how does Gold Blend help? 

NESCAFÉ® GOLD BLEND is a premium instant coffee with a smooth, distinctive 
flavour and rich aroma. Our recipe contains mountain-grown Arabica beans 

ground 10 times finer, to unlock the soul of the bean.
A quality instant coffee for all coffee-drinking occasions.

F O R  T H E

T H AT  M AT T E R
MOMENTS

EXPERTLY
CRAFTED FULLER

TASTE




